
"Craic Overdose"
by Tony Wilder

no more stupid ass introductions
oh shit did i type that? LOL \("/)/ *shrug*

---"*listens to Far Side Virtual once*"---
Go mad seeking the "answers" to non-existent questions versus Stop forcing 
things N' use the Law of Attraction
If I had gotten into the black SUV when the FBI visited me, I'd probably be a C-
list female celebrity peddling Mexican Viagra on InfoWars.com RIGHT NOW
Stew N' ya own juice; talk entirely in hand gestures and emojis - Run that Harry
Gant line
Woke up today and MTV was showing music videos, damn man, how long did I 
sleep?!?
Too hip & cool to leave my bedroom - Sleep forever
Clinging to my art like it'll save me from myself (it won't)

---"Bring Back Richard Nixon"---
The world is dangerous and human beings some class of demon
Jose Mourinho and Donald Trump are shining examples of how to treat the press. 
They screech and whine about it but secretly they love it, the mutts.
We're just animals fulfulling our biological imperatives/We're just animals 
doing what our inner nature tells us to do to survive one mo' day in Hell
Mongrelized wigger trash all hopped up on FrankenFood and prescription drugs
Send me to Hell or New York City they'd be 'bout tae same to me

---"November Melancholy/Parsifal Rising"---
I watch "Law & Order", let me tell you how the legal system works
If I never jerked off or played vidya as a child/teen my life woulda been better
(t. every young-20's man online)
Let your inner genius drive you mad - Cut yourself, post the scars 2 social 
media
Runnin' in circles praying to the Holy Ibis fo' sum relief
A lone wolf that nobody wants and nobody will ever remember

---"Frasier Crane trippin' Benzedrex in the sauna with Niles post-squash"---
Ideas man held hostage by his own mind
Once this book is published, I will never pick up a pen again
Hatred of mankind doesn't lead to many dinner parties...
Take life one day at a time & let the pieces fall where they may
Stop asking questions and just let the answer present itself to you
Quiet on the Set! I'm trying to purge a demon...

---"Champagne Taste and Beer Money"---
I get all my news and information going on YouTube and typing in "Indian 
[whatever]"
Stare at the wall until my brain breaks fuck this shit
Doctor Horowitz bitching about "vaccine nationalism" in the Opinion section 
again...
Stay away from processed foods before you start drawing Sonic the Hedgehog yaoi 
and dressing up like your cool wine aunt
Chainsmoke and pray to a multitude of gods until the goddamn dinner gets on the 
table
Dashed against tha rockz - Nero practicing his fiddle in the moonlight

---"Dead At The Starting Blocks"---
One of them old literary types says that exclamation marks are like laughing at 
your own jokes, I do one better, I use smiley faces and write "haha LOL" after 
my jokes
HAHA LOL :^)
Gettin' kicked out the Freemason Lodge for having a copy of the Gospels of John
I'm an unlovable freak and a weirdo - I've become an old fogey before I even 
left my 20's



White Men lead the league every year in 3-pointers + assists, real High-IQ shit
I'm no wayward sheep that needs to be welcomed back into the flock, I'm a wolf 
thats lost his damn mind and forgotten he's a wolf

---"Riko + Nansen Pullin' Out Tha Goose (Glass Bottle Blues)"---
Salomon Rondon and Shane Long are my two favorite players. Two oldskool 
strikers, love the bastards!!
Nobody cares about how hard you struggle, suffer, drag on, fail and toil, until 
you're already a success
Ancient philosophers looked to Fate and God. Modern man shoves a 10 inch dildo 
up his ass and says "I'm free 'cuz I can buy a 15 inch dildo when i need it"
Slack-jawed yokels scared to have an opinion unless "the smart people" have pre-
approved it
I'm BPD, that's my excuse for being an asshole. What's yours?!?
I'm going to stay true to myself and sate my own animal instincts first and 
foremost. Resta y'all be damned
Don't fall for the Illuminati tricks - Optimism is the real cognitive distortion

---"Pinkpill & Blackpill Nootropic Stack"---
Chainsmoking and watchin' "Lockup" on the tube - Daydreaming about being a pro 
golfer (never played a round in my life LOL)
I walk down Main Street, I see people go about their day-to-day lives, and I 
wonder if the guys and gals in the prisons aren't really the free ones?
If I saw a genie, I'd wish for enough money to never have to work again and for 
a constant drum N' bass soundtrack to follow me around everywhere I go
Estonians look like elf people, Peruvians look like brown elf people
I really should bite the bullet and write Ted Kacynzski some fan-mail
Ruled over by Mickey Mouse and Wal-Mart - Let's kill each other over Nike shoes
Life is constant war + competition now. This is what it means to live in a man's
world. Me? I'd rather look pretty and gather wild berries for Ug the Caveman

---"Basic Bitch Aquarius Depression"---
LMFAO @ unenlightened plebs unaware of the pirate's joy
Orwellian Nightmare/Anti-White Hell - Twitter Mob Justice Comin' Thru Tha Back 
Door
2:20 PM back into the world of the living
When you don't know the answer to something the answer is always money it all 
goes back to money
Wordsmith playin' with words but theres only so many different ways I can 
describe the same existential depression
Create yourself a self-defeating cycle you'll never be bored again

---"One From My Nantucket Series"---
Alcoholic fallin' asleep on his arm, wakin' up with neuropathy
Sleeping 15 hours a day to help me forget I'm still alive
I hear vaporwave influence in modern pop music and fire up Frooty Loops for the 
umpteenth time...
Life is one big Michael Eisner style Disney movie
I finally get on welfare and the Gates Foundation is gonna forcibly vaxx me LOL 
my luck ~\("/)/~
I weep for the future, Hell, I weep for the present too!!

---"They Call Alabama The Crimson Tide Call Me Battered N' Bruised"---
"Its things in our lives over which we possess the least control, which we are 
judged the most severely on." I say to myself as I practice my jelqing 
techniques
Blame it on the alcohol, Blame it on Drumpf #2020 #SoundCloudMusic - People are 
wishy-washy two-faces and only turn to God in the bad
My 2 faces?? Reading esoteric Mahayana texts versus The Dude Abides
Send all my free time searching for mature Japanese women to import into the 
country
Having the "Ward Burton is my shop class teacher and we're building birdhouses" 
dream again
Can't have pleasure without a little pain fuck this Boy Scout routine



Its a minor miracle that I'm not dead or in prison right now

---"Red Bull & Taquitos Breakfast of Champions"---
Fearow and Starmie are sneaky good. Underrated Pokemans - Cultivate A E S T H E 
T I C S or fuck off
Reaching on a speedster WR in the 1st round; the quintessential Oakland Raiders 
draft pick (that or taking a defensive player with "character issues")
I can still mentally re-create close to the entirety of my old ~100,000 song 
WinAmp library (keep backups of everything newfags)
The loudest asshole in the room the one puffing out his chest and bragging and 
boasting is always the one that can't take a fuckin' punch
Keep ya pinky nail long N' ya pimp hand strong - I'm harder than y'all pussies

---"Cluttered Desk Mad Genius"---
Took me too long to learn how to not butcher things. I ruin everything I come in
contact with. All I do is tear down and destroy.
4 years worth of useless imageboard shit and some shitty collages of Spongebob +
Bilderburg Group logos goddamn I need a drink
Oh, and these books too LOL :-)
Missed my calling as a cartographer
Greek columns everywhere and witches and ghosts flying around
T O T A L A E S T H E T I C 
Be firm in your convictions and set in your ways. Don't be a follower.

---"Computerized Soul"---
The A.I. Revolution will be CCTV televised
Forget Netflix and chill, pirated TV sitcoms from the '70's and rut like wild 
hogs is more my speed
We traded away all our Constitutional Rights and civil liberties for a fucking 
glorified Fisher-Price toy for "adults"
Americans don't know loyalty and even less know friendship
I'm just a brain in a vat living the Hell simulation
12 Noon this gamer rises up...
I'm a rising literary talent
I'm Nothing I'm Nobody

---"Propaganda and D-List Sundance Flixxx (don't wanna be a White minority)"---
Mesut Ozil 40,000 quid a week to ride the pine, pretty sweet gig if you ask me
Invest all your money in XRP and cry on Reddit when you go bankrupt
Gangstalkers hangin' off my every word - Everyone these days is all cock no 
balls
Put ya heart N' soul into ya hobbies and prepare for SHTF scenarios
Mein Reich, Mein Volk, Mein Fuhrer yeah IDK man these days I'm more about Mein 
Coffee, Mein Honey Bun, Mein Cig

---"Butterfly Crushers, Inc."---
Forumla-feeding the mixlette while the debt collectors never stop fuckin' 
calling
Fined for collecting rainwater #DracoWorld - Modern-day ghosts - I wanna live 
out my "Easy Rider" fantasy
My shakily-written letter to my local congressman: "Recognize my genius or fuck 
off"
Silence was purifying and sacred then we built elaborate highway systems over it
all
I wear my Sporting Lisbon kit everywhere I go and make sure to only be seen 
smoking Parliaments
We built the canals then the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 finished the job

---"Fly Delta, Go Third Position"---
The names change, the leaders change, the ideals we die for "change", but it's 
all fundamentally the same shit
The supremacy of suffering is mirrored in everything
Rome wasn't built overnight, and neither was my tolerance for alcohol
Its a miracle you people even get outta bed in the morning. How would you know 



the floor was there if Daddy Gov't never told you??
This world is a Darwinistic Hell and it'll never get any better

---"Rat Utopia Final Boss"---
Adam + Eve ate that apple first thing they did was put clothes on. Nudism is the
Way
The fuckin' country looks like South Africa now, what're you fatasses waiting 
for? Somalia?
Hugging my boyfriend while we listen to Deerhunter and cry LMAO #TrapGoals
Watch MSNBC until you get enough oxytocin to make all of the Middle East 
smile :)
Tell your teddy bear all about what McGill University did to you
Who needs agents in the field when the average brainwashed American will do the 
Fed's work for 'em?!?

---"Wet-Dry World Negative Emotional Aura"---
"The Book of Disquiet" speaks right to my soul
I just wanna drink and Xanax away all my memories and coast through the rest of 
my life in a daze
Bill Dauterive-tier at 28 years old
Die before your prime - Let the futility of existence consume you
Base your entire personality around the products you consume
Sneaking onto cargo freighters tryna pull a real Houdini act
You either cope or rope and rope lookin' betta & betta by the day
Some of us die and never truly live

---"Coiled-Up Snake Givin' U Tha Stink Eye"---
There's supposed to be a natural progression of give and take in life but it's 
all take take take take I swear to God
I just can't relate with people, "my people" are dementia patients gathered 
around the nursing home TV watching "tha Wheel"
Lie to yourself lie lie lie lie lie lie lie lie lie - Satan's kingdom over this 
world will not last forever
Having the recurring nightmare I'm in Kohl's surrounded by demons again...
Honor your ancestors and cherish what is good and true in life

---"Like... Tears in Rain, Scoob"---
I re-invent myself as an artist to mask my hedonism in pseudo-intellectual wank
Everything in this shithole country is lawyers, forms, sickness, disease
Broads in chokers and men in leggings; One race one gender lardasses melting 
into our Laz-E-Boys
Transfer your consciousness into a Machine like Bill Gates tells you
It's amazing I still feel anything at all after spending my whole life trying to
numb my existence
Who am I kidding? I don't feel anything at all.
I thank God everyday I'm not the guy from the coomer meme
Sleep is the cure to everything

---"Single N' Ready to Shingle (Working Man's Blues 1973)"---
Duality is meaningless horseshit - Me charming you is the mask. Inside I wish 
you'd fuck off and die
Packin' a lip of Copenhagen then tossin' hay bales shirtless and slowly drinking
a Coke
Technology is inherently feminine, the Sun inherently masculine
Guess that's why (((They))) block the sun with chemtrails once or twice a week
Jupiter + Saturn Convergence/A Portal To Hell
"More left-wing bollox I see Gary? Wind it in bud, stick to football"

---"4Chan explains how the world works"---
Autistic people tend to think in images, which is why it's difficult to 
articulate their thoughts into words.
Their image-based memes are a pure translation of clear, coherent thinking. 
(CAN'T RELATE LMAO)
Schizophrenic BiPolars think in a long sting of disconnected thoughts, which 



their disease tricks them into making sense of.
Their memes are a pure translation of their internal monologue. (you've read 
this far haven't you??)
This is a schizo bipolar BPD world (but it wouldn't be a DAMN THING without 
waifu's touch)
TL;DR - stick to minecraft, bud.

---"perseverance"---
scared of nothing and stubborn as a mule
nothing in this life is meant to last
everyone a critic everyone think they know best but ain't willing to walk a mile
in your shoes
*wave of heavy depression hits u*
pretend you're a witch online to groom 15 year old girls into also ruining their
lives
get a liberal arts degree and move to the big city
proverbs 30:5 "the lord is a shield to those who take refuge in him"
addiction to hierarchies/rat race fulla neurotics
daniel's 4th kingdom goin' down on tha 3rd rock
addicted to msnbc and the mirror's reflection
fear god and keep his commandments tighten up
kali's scalp collection exceedingly leaning towards a semitic bent
christ tempted in the desert no end in sight
keep the faith brothers

---"WiFi Anhedonia"---
Inciting a revolution in Venezuela 4 teh lulz
Held captive by a sadistic, uncaring God/Trapped in this broken flesh
4:23 AM muttering to myself "I'm happy with my sour grapes watchin' you retards 
kill yourselves over NOTHING"
Government-funded apartment 2 weep N' sleep in
5:48 AM talking myself outta suicide "It may be shit but it has a strangely 
endearing quality to it..."
Being honest and playing by the rules never got anyone anything
Meaningless life

---"Fiberglass Pyramid Modern Wonder"---
Re-animate Hillary's bloated corpse, put her on all the CCTV's
Kamikaze attacks R the only way to strike a meaningful blow against the System
De Blasio loosens his tie, sips his martini, and says to his friends "if they 
all thought like me we'd be alright!"
Living alone events take on elements of the unreal. My life turns movie so 
dramatic and tragic
My life as a Greek tragedy - Searching for a cherubic twink to dress in French 
Maid outfit just to get the goddamn dishes done
Praying passionately trying to charge up the Black Cube
Satanic architecture in every major city and in the rural areas too
Catch me runnin' with Albanian mobsters, bleeding the credit companies dry and 
putting it all in jewelry and big body Mercedes-Benz'
Life's just weird sometimes, man... #DEAFMUTEGANG2020

---"Dog Days O'Summa"---
West Ham is a buncha queers
This is the final stage of Rousseau's irony, smell ya later!!
Make the whole East Coast go dark watch the lemmings suicide over one day 
without internet
I saw aliens once when I was 14 years old and I have no desire to see anymore
My party mix playlist: Scott Walker, Ween, Residents
Shut up and hit somebody
Get blackpilled and get addicted to something/Lose touch with what it means to 
be human
"We must imagine Sisyphus happy" well, we don't HAVE to...
Gettin' goose skin at tha mere thought
Fading away quietly and without a fight



---"Stricken By Lightning Writhing In Agony"---
Character assassinate anyone you don't like
Say nigger once when you're 14 and fall to the middle of the 1st round
Parasite attached to ya brain wearing a yarmulke
Direct your efforts into channels where your talents can be used
Signal boost this shit, Black Twitter!!! We gone shut cracka-ass Chipolte 
down!!!
Scribbling down walls-of-text gleaned off the cesspool of the Internet
Finding meaning in the inconsequential
Nobody will ever do anything about it
I won't either, stop asking my mom if I wanna come out and play
Live from Google Glass it's... Dystopian Hell 2030!!

---"Overcomplicating Things 201"---
Call me an edgelord it washes right off of me
The name of the game is forced compliance and they'll use anything at their 
disposal to achieve this goal (case in point: the Plandemic)
The Book of Daniel taught me that dreams have a touch of the Divine
Chain myself to the Supreme Court front door until I get a state-sponspored 
girlfriend
Going against the grain to your own detriment
Sober up, splash some water on your face until you can see past society's 
bullshit

---"Stuff't 2 Tha Gillz N' Dress'd 2 Tha Ninez"---
Heil Hitler?? Heil a fukken' stick of wood - ME ME ME ME ME ME ME ME
Murder of crows hangin' 'round my chimney
"The Twilight Zone" was really showing us real deal alternate universes
I have Resting Bitch Face while I do anything on the computer
I have Resting Bitch Face and a mood disorder, listen to my rants about it all
Makin' a mad dash for the scraps off the big dog's table
Border Collie smirkin'; holdin' tha Royal Flush in a smokey backroom somewhere
You don't have to go Home but you can't stay here

---"Sean Dyche Post-Match Presser"---
dresspastelgothgethighandgetfuckedalldayeveryday #OberlinCollege (Men are Le 
obsolete now... we have battery-operated plastic sticks)
Life is just one big shit-test from the gods to see who's cool enough they wanna
hang out in the heavens with
The entire history of Earth and the material realm is characterized by entropy
I wanna drink and tell war stories with Dionysus all day long
You're 'woke'??? Go back to sleep, clown; I'M AWAKE
Electro Swing music and 4,000 upvotes can't hide that patchy facial hair
Live like a fuckin' animal then live like your ancestors for 15 minutes on your 
deathbed
Nurse Ratched pullin' the plug a day early
John 8:32'll getcha ass to follow

---"Olympus Mons Burial Tract"---
The walls are alive and breathing Saturnian lifeforce depletion
EYE OF HORUS EVERYWHERE WATCHING ME RUB ONE OUT
Just be another useless eater watch MTV until you hear Beyonce's voice in your 
head
The music that really speaks to my soul is oil rig banter and long, fastly-
spoken, strings of Spanish cuss words
Fuck 'em if they can't take a joke
Fuck 'em again if they don't laugh loud enough
Age of Aquarius gonna be a real doozy...

---"Deadpan and Delightful///Good N' Proppa"---
Brain the size of a dog's: OwO wats this? *nuzzles your amazon cart*
Hot midwit take: America is gonna have it's own version of herbivore men real 
soon



Peyton Manning-sized forehead veins throbbing as I blurt out: Pint every 15, 
Smoko every 30 (my rule of thumb: always agree with Jim McLean)
Our fathers built the fuckin' canals and you're still stuck on Pokemon Sapphire 
5th gym leader?!?!?!?!
Couldn't tell you a modern celebrity, musician, actor, athlete, etc. from after 
the year 1989
'are ya go son, HOOF IT LONG!! None a that fukken' 'round at the back shite
Duncan Ferguson screaming at Surname-Hyphen-Surname tae RUN YA FOOKIN DOSS CUNT
Brain the size of a dog's: the American experiment is worth keeping around 
(neglected ant farm drawin' tha ire of local housing authority)
You can have whatever you want if you are determined enough and strong enough to
reach out and take it. But it may just come at a cost...

---"River Phoenix as a swamp-dwelling Scooby-Doo Villian, 1986"---
Them QPR boys can kneel on their own damn time
Learn our language or go crawl back under the rock you came from
Anti-gravity technology on the horizon
I wear my heart on my sleeve 'cuz I'm scared of letting my mask slip and showing
you the monster underneath it
Punching mirrors in my off time
I'm living the greatest redemption arc ever told
The pendulum is gonna swing back the other way any minute now...
Gettin' a cakewalk through life and complaining to the waiter about the souffle
3 Anne Murray albums and 6 Gin + Tonics later... REBORN

---"tinfoil"---
reminisce about chasin' big cheese wheel downhill
embrace monke
dumb faggot carelessly goin' deep in the honeyhole
embrace modernity
duckduckgo black market gene editing in beijing until you find a way out
drink your fill and have a blast
cut off all the girls clits
a party so raucous it scorched the earth
full of vitriol and cum
think i'll go hang out at the library until this all blows over

---"Unreal Tournament '99 Girlfriend"---
Harley Quinn nude under a trenchcoat wandering the streets aimlessly, rubbing 
her hands, and muttering the world "Supply" over and over (hide yer orgones)
Stereotype of something you saw on TV/a movie (rare cases: in a book)
Dogelore tellin' me material objects won't take the pain away retard
QWERTYUIOPASDFGHJKLZXCVBNM design on the blanket covering my deathbed
Time to move to the deathcouch and get some work done
Pussified overly-hygenic dandy packin' a bong hit
CIA hacks into my dreams every night makes me feel all warm and fuzzy inside 
makes me think everythings gonna be alright
If God's Kingdom runs on Unity engine I don't want it

---"Simulacrum 616"---
Smart like a whip + enamored with Sin
Double-edged sword hanging over my television
Hashish smoker dreamin' entirely in Pascal and C++
Give the Devil his dues maybe you'll get extra phone time
Meditate on the top bunk until you start to feel high
Dumb as a chicken + in love with Greed
Sendin' dick pics to the customer service representative
Everything is lies everything is illusion

---"Elfgirl x Orc (G.O.T.Y. Edition)"---
Science hasn't found a way to eliminate mosquitoes
Trivialize other people's misery and dance dance dance
I squirm like a worm I wriggle like an eel
My RealDoll won't love me until I fork over my BitCoin wallet



Foreign cinema was always better anyways
Astronomers haven't found jack shit
Authorities calling off the search for God
Biometric social control and you
Mercury lets me wear whatever clothes I want long as I pass the word
Less trips to grocery, more instutionalized people
My FleshLight is remotely locked until Kamala gets my PGP key
Oh shit sorry! The word is this "World Economic Forum 2030"

---":^/ whateva /^: "---
*Deep Purple guitar riff* Lithium on the water and Chemtrails in the sky *Deep 
Purple guitar riff*
Mid-2000's emo kid 4 life <3 rawrrr XD (CERN FACEBOOK MAYAN 2012)
Pat Mahomes is just the next Dan Marino, calm down hypebeasts
I can't fake a smile and deal with the general public (let me work back of the 
house)
This world is meaningless and people are demon-possessed retards
Fuck this goddam modern world, and focus on the next life.
There was supposed to be a poem here LOL
When I die, lay my corpse out in my the yard at my dad's house. Let's see if 
more birds 'av a nib or more worms?
Who am I kidding, I'm going to Hell (2-1 odds Hell Heaven the 100-1 dog)
There was supposed to be some semblance of a normal human being here LOL

---"Self-Induced Psychosis"---
Trashbag the windows and sleep forever
Set up nannycams at every entrance point and lurk by the feed all day
Aquarius is a buncha burnt out deadbeats and amateur philosophers but we fuck 
good LOL
*Spongebob and Patrick laying down by the campfire* OH YEAH?!?! WELL... I'm so 
touch-starved I went prison gay and lived as a woman for 2 years
I've had so many foot-in-mouth momemnts in my life that its better if I just 
don't talk at all anymore
Split in two fighting a war against myself
You can't fake passion but you can come pretty damn close

---"Burial Tomb Best Practices"---
Faux-Buddhist '60's MKULTRA neo-psychedelia one love bullshit (big jar of honey 
with a well-hidden net over it)
Read the Bible, find all the parts about graven images, and sober up
Neckbeard high on salvia divinorum browsing Imgur for 6 hours (a formerly wet 
cat starting to dry)
A place to call Home/A downward spiral all my own
I've crafted a fine set of demons with these hands
The image can be more profound than the substance if made right

---"Fiberglass Caskets & Drones Over Syria (new System of a Down album)"---
Monetize my suffering and turn it into some class of consumer 'fad'
Hideously depraved or beautifully warped???
Nondescript bullshit with the vague feeling of a nightmare
Go running go screaming past your breaking point
All the King's horses and all the King's men laugh and laugh and gaslight me 
again

---"Pearls Before Swine"---
I always imagine myself as the girl when I watch porn - I haven't been with a 
woman in 6 years true story
Those cowardly lies people tell themselves to protect a fragile ego and I'm just
over here traumatizing myself
God in yer pocket N' Edward Bernays in ya head - Real lizard brain shit
Transcend the flesh become immortal - smoke crack, vote Stein
Don't give Satan your immaterial soul. Don't take the COVID-19 vaccine, OR ANY 
COVIDS TO FOLLOW.



---"Bohemian Blues 2022"---
Show me a self-sufficient couple, I'll be passed out drunk on their living room 
carpet!
Endless government bullshit kickin' me in the teeth
Forced at gunpoint to register for a Twitter account
They'll drive you mad, then sell ya the cure
I should've been either a 60's flower child or a fuckin' caveman
Desperately clinging onto life against all my better instincts
Government bureau created for the sole purpose of pushing babies in corners
When someone's back is against the wall, you'll see their true colors
Flush my genetics down the tubes N' pour me another drink will ya?

---"Smokestack Belch"---
In the Beginning, Man communed with Nature and God. Now Man communes with Israel
and Minnie Mouse.
Remind me again is it baseball or bootlicking that's the Great American 
pasttime??
Question nothing just go about ya day to day
Pacing around the grocery in my bathrobe + slippers
10-year-old drag queen tellin' me "we're in this thang together :)" looped over 
the loudspeaker
I'm quite tired of my day to day lemme tell you...
Became so institutionalized I don't know how to snap out of it
Old white-haired bearded man with his face in hands on the verge of tears
Festering eyesore of a blue marble gatherin' dust mighty quick

---"All Hole, No Ass"---
The concept of financial domination fetish blows my fucking mind
Shoegaze sounds like what 17-year-old boys imagine an opiate high is like
*buys Steel Reserve and disappoints my parents*
Whole world marching lockstep to the piper's tune
Stretched out on the divan sighing every 5 minutes smokin' a Misty
The past was better in every conceivable way

---"RUBY RIDGE EFFORTPOST"---
Welcum 2 tha saltmines, libtard...
I'm Scots-Irish all the way back your just a CIVNAT CUCK!!!!!!!!!
I fookin' 'luv Blaire White (unironic)
I have read thousands of books and taken thousands of Xanax. The two don't mix. 
^_^
Tryna redpill Hannah Hays and gettin' laughed out the stratosphere
Locked outta Twitter freezin' my witch's tit off out here *brrrr brrrrrr shiver 
shiver*
I base all my life decisions off what the internet and my meth pipe tells me
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA like, how is geometry sacred nigga it's just a cube?!?!? 
HAHAHAHAHAHAHA

---"saturnalia 24/7/365"---
tumblr-driven brain damage
shoulda been a pornstar/shoulda been in MENSA
i want remy lacroix angela white august ames jada stevens amy andersen annika 
albrite sarah vandella autographs
wants and needs wants and needs wants and needs wants and needs wants and needs 
wants and needs wants and needs
the worms feast inside my skull
junky sheds a tear first time in 7 years
urges and desires urges and desires urges and desires urges and desires urges 
and desires urges and desires
x_x O_o o_O X_x x_X dude what?
hastily-sprawled graffiti that reads: 'hurt me hurt me hurt me I can learn to 
enjoy it...'

---"Breaking Oaths 4 Sport"---
Hypnotize yourself with dark occult shit under the guise of 'pop music'



Cops!!! Here's my demands!!!!! More OC meme creation and less -oomer repeats
I will do ANYTHING for art (and I will do that)
Everyone has a camera everyone can record you at any time we surveil each other 
we stalk each other we tear each other down for a laff
NSA agent opening up TonyWilder.txt and lickin' his chops
Stay throwing smoke, keep your shields up or get burnt. Star Fox 64 meets Neuro-
Linguistic Programming meets Google Chrome.
Mask your online life from your real one, retard.

---"wee sma' hourz"---
BREAAAAAAAAAD CIRCUSSSSSSS ITS JUST A CLICK AWAY ITS JUST A CLICK AWAY
I tell ya... cucks... sister... they're just a ban away, they're just a ban away
First day on Facebook: "I'm a holdover from a forgotten era and I always will be
just that"
First day out the pen disinterestedly trying on Rolexs at the Macy's kiosk and 
waitin' on ol' girl to hurry the Hell up
Davie Vanity touched my ass once, now I'm famous XD
Get in touch with ya roots, get stocious
Thats all we have in this life is our own demons

---"Void Dweller Cubic Death"---
Godless Communism leaving no stone unturned, making everything a big gay milly 
rock unicorn
My joy in unrelenting pain/A pig goes back to it's own shit yeah?
Pop a hateboner to some rageporn, make everything unbearably gay and obnoxious, 
pray to CitiBank
American Express... live above your means... The Joneses' opinions are all that 
matters in life
Fuck the Joneses why don't you assholes try N' KEEP UP WITH ME!!!!!!!!1!!!1!!!
You can't win for losing, but soon enough you CAN and WILL be arrested for 
(((noticing things)))

---"Ol' Tone was a White Man, singin' tha Black Sheep Blues"---
This isn't about my wife I'm talking about God, the Devil, light, darkness, and 
everything in between you fucking MORON
The chronic masturbator a ward over has some pretty good ideas about it all 
sometimes...
Think I'm gonna max out my credit cards and vanish to Cancun
Think I'm gonna shoot myself in the head once my books are finished
Years go by like months, months like weeks, weeks like days, and it all blends 
together and feels like one long day.
Just 'cuz you CAN live to 95, doesn't mean you SHOULD
Carefully constructed lies spoken in a new tongue
Fuck that I'ma be true to myself and go out on top
Let the humour take me and not the pen/Let this one explode my liver finally...
Constraints of Time are for faggots, we were meant to be ETERNAL

---"MKDELTA Wheat Thresher"---
The frog boils and boils and boils
Fuck boiled meat I just wanted to grill
You wanna put God to work in your life hollow out your King James
9MM are people too #PatriotLivesMatter
They always know what we are doing. Now they wanna get inside our heads so we 
don't THINK anything criticial about them.
Existential questions on dat late night tip
Trump made us all retarded, Obama made us all hipsters
A microwave can be used as a high-frequency weapon, remember that.

---"GoD's GrAcE mAn'S cRuElTy"---
My leisure time is a sacred thing
Best timeline? Jupiter in Wonderland/Saturn in Chains
I put unscanned items in the bagging area just to hear a woman's voice
Normies pathologize everything thru the lens of "mental illness" diagnoses like 
a buncha IDIOTS



We all plugged-in into a spiritual power grid and Satan is the EMP
New language, new neuroses, same old fallen world
Try it out at Cal-Berkeley or Columbia University first, then spread it 
nationwide
Go stir crazy from the never-ending despair of it all
Schadenfreude is for pussies, go RAMBO on 'em
Who among us can stand up to GOD?!?! When your time is up, your time is up.

---"Love those who hate you and hate those who love you: the early-20's handbook
for life (sponsored by Tito's Vodka)"---
The word "narcissist" is thrown around too willy-nilly these days. People just 
use it to wring their hands about those they can't control.
The glass slipper always fits me. I'm a chameleon and a parasite. Highly 
adaptable bullshitter that will do anything to survive.
Late-night booty call texting me "They always know my whereabouts. Hide me?"
Just because you are down in the game doesn't mean you abandon the run game
Reading tea leaves, reading palms, reading clouds - Manchild struggling with God
Never respect anybody that doesn't respect you. Respect is a 2-way street.
I don't want to play this game anymore. *applies lipstick, puts on schoolgirl 
skirt, texts a trucker*

Peanut brain = online political discussion
Little brain = *chan shitposting
Big brain = online anime discussion
Biggest Brain = Sports talk radio

---"#StuckInALoop2021"---
I wish Brett Kavanaugh touched my ass in high school
Memory of a goldfish losin' the keys again
I go in circles with everything I do
My life is a vaporwave album personified
Scientists discovered a species of worm that hasn't had sex in 18 million years
Under the legal limit and growing increasingly antsy I blurt out "I'm gonna give
them poor bastards a run for their money at this rate"
I wish Hunter Biden would return my texts... I need a dubsack
Every day exactly the same Dead at 38

---"Needles In Armz/Bootz On Tha Ground"---
Original thinker versus serial meme regurgitator
Half-naked cuddling my body pillow trying to keep it all together
Coronavirus was manufactured in a Soros-owned lab in China
Behavioural pscyhology and social engineering to keep us blind to the truth
Hiring the voice-2-skull-God's-voice guy for my new anime
My irrational hatred of clocks and calendars
People will riot and protest over what gender they think they should be but 
won't do a damn thing about the gov't killing us!!!
God help us all...

---"Israeli Fake ID"---
Academia is a scam put yourself in lifelong debt when you can just 
download .pdf's LEGALLY on whatever suits your fancy and learn things by 
yourself.
Human need for socialization has been weaponized and used against us
Meaningless Illuminati ones and zeros keepin' us in line
Consumer electronics and Satan's lies
Generation of useless eaters addicted to imaginary internet points
Watch superhero movies and don't reproduce
Niche success and some beer money that's all I want
A forged copy of the Russian vaccine papers that's all I want
Boo Radley had it figured out. Fat lady don't sing no more quit asking pal!!!! 
And stay off the goddamn petunias!!!!!! OUTTA MY YARD, NOW!! *loads tha 
buckshot*



People have been using the Bible to justify all kinds of crazy shit for 
thousands of years I reckon it's my turn now...
Daniel's 4th Kingdom of Man is electricity/Internet and the Asherah poles and 
temples to Baal have been rebuilt.
Left Hand Path occultists are trying to bring about the End Times prematurely 
and the Antichrist walks among us (it's Obama).
When the Jewish people talk about Messiah they are talking about the Anti-
Christ, modern jews are the synagogue of satan Christ warned us about
We're too blinded by institutional control to see it, control junkies that we 
are, we need to be told what to do; bossed around by higher authorities or else 
it all goes to shit. Slaves to money in all it's forms. Slaves to sex drugs 
money anger hate all kinds of stuff. These are very dark times.

---"ASSUMINGDIRECTCONTROL.EXE"---
Pick N' Choose/Paint by tha Numberz personality based entirely around 
consumables and Hollyweird trash
Write my life story in binary code then murder me make it look like a suicide
Average-looking whore halfway to being a millionare just from abusing beta males
online
The world woulda been innumerably better if the CSA + Axis Powers won their 
respective wars
All the best + brightest minds of my generation all wageslaving their lives away
writing lines of code to help Terminator A.I. rape Sarah Connor (we're Sarah)
Zionism got us neutered and beggin' Pfizer 4 tha prick (row row fight tha power)
Bio N' Tech Moderna HellWorld - the Slut of Babylon was a size queen
Lil' paper pop-ups of humans tucked inside the Book of Revelation 13-16
YOU GOTTA FIGHT FOR YOUR RIGHT TO BE WHITE (wake the fuck up Aryan brothers and 
sisters)

---"StreetFighter Kat Savage, 12 American Spirit Yellows in, 3:57 AM"---
Modest Mouse is the soundtrack to having erectile dysfunction at 27. Spineless 
jellyfish music. Dickless beta male tunez
Everything is a fucking disorder feeling sad is a disorder smoking weed is a 
disorder washing your hands too often unless your a doctor is a fucking 
disorder.
*creates an elfgirl on Morrowind and turns on 35 sex mods just to 'av a wank*
A damn near Herculean effort just to turn a fukken' leaf
Tear each other down over typos, grammar, and Nip cartoons
LiteCoin 2 tha fukken' moon N' back...
Reality is stranger than fiction

---"Video killed the Radio Star/Streaming killed the YouTube star"---
Feel like I skipped middle age and went right to being an old man
If Tony's kickin' it, but not oldskool, is Tony really kickin' it??
Memory of a fuckin' goldfish leavin' the oven on
Prozac in the tap water so I don't kill elected officials
Checks N' tha mail every 1st and vaccination reminders every 2nd
Modern man is pampered and useless and I'm not much better

---"Vape Pen Fall Catalog"---
Everywhere I go, I must uptaa :DDDDDDDDD
Use irony to take a smug above-it-all attitude
Disrespect your peer group for not being as gay as you
Withering away N' dying alone - Old + useless
NyanNyanCosplay comment section every 3rd one asking if she's a trap
Netanyahu is a reptilian, half of our A-List Hollywood actresses are trannies, 
America is a Zionist police state, and we are living in the New World Order 
RIGHT NOW

---"It's A Red Wine and 2 Packs Episode"---
Its hard for me to comprehend that there are flesh and blood human beings on the



other end of these things (phones, computers, any and all communication mediums)
Failing the mirror test but still getting U.N. aid packages rained down on ya 
(we eatin' tonight boyo!!!!!)
The Pozzo family runs Watford like Football Manager IRL haha :)
Watford, Bournemouth, Norwich, get these shitters outta my Prem put in Leeds, 
Forest, Millwall!!!!
Looking for some quality entertainment and getting Bruno Fernandes (P) in return
Lose your passion young and become a hardened cynic
Brighton Pride Parade Albion makin' a cheeky Europa run
Lose your zest for life at an early age and let the liquor kill you
We're not really in control of our own lives

---"Borderline Gurlz Ghost U Tha Best"---
White women singing Disney songs and talking about quinoa and they fur babbies 
in their mid-30's. 
Feminist talking points N' barren wombs
Backstabbing whore mentally still at the age of a preteen
Got me stuck N' tha Friendzone 4eva clawin' at da wallz
Gossipy insecure bitch that'll sooner piss on ya than look at ya
Bible quote that goes "I find one upright man among a thousand and not one 
upright woman among the whole of creation"

---"Diversity Initative"---
What's an "enbie" and why am I hard?
Huge wall of 888 with "read your Foucault" interspersed liberally throughout
Anything not taught in Marxist college is a far-right conspiracy theory to you 
fucking subhumans
NeuraLink made me gay and my Facebook friends won't like my posts anymore :(
All we need in life is a good place to lay down. People'll try to sell you on 
all kinds o'shite but all we really need is a good cozy place to snooze.

---"More Boilerplate P.C. Nonsense"---
Braindead zombie draws pretty anime girls he wishes he was to cope with the 
crippling loneliness of sexless life
Good manners are for psychologically neutered people. Live wild, be free.
Moralfags are the cancer killing /b/
One man's BASED is another man's cringe
Some deranged fat bitch talking about 'genderless Yoshis' on Twitter and signing
everything OwO (you will never be a woman, every cell of your body has a Y 
chromosome)
Need me a 300 pound porn addict girlfriend to soak the sheets while I work on my
books in the corner
File those TPS Reports like your life depends on it
It's late stage capitalism, your life probably does depend on it
Librarian glasses and Karen haircut turning me down for Chad (office edition)
Watch "The Office" with your group of middle-aged friends and laugh anytime 
something 'diverse' happens :)
That quote from "Easy Rider" about people and when they see a truly free man a 
truly free individual

Interesting factoid about ancient Rome: They had a sport where all the runners 
ran nude and you had to try to touch their dicks as they passed by for good 
luck.
My kinda sport :)

---"Cleansing Power of Fire"---
I can talk until I'm blue in the face but all I'm gonna get in return is that 
stupid fuckin' fluoride stare...
That's my rationale for flooding the internet with my rants disguised as poetry 
at least LOL :)
There is nothing wrong with being depressed it just turns you into a more 
realistic person



Gettin' myself good N' stoccious for what I'm 'bout tae do next...
My life is one long never-ending cringe compilation (hold my beer and watch 
this)
Our very lives must be transformed into ART, pure art, to stave off entropy and 
the Void (i'm only alive when i'm avant-garde)
Shut the fuck up faggot you haven't been alive since 2009
I wish I was dead. I am a horrible failure and a disappointment to the family 
name. Oh well, back to Mario Land *bing bing wahoos softly in the distance*

---"Death of a Self-Reliant Man"---
Why y'all scared of the big bad zombie apoclypse when y'all stare at the phone 
so long you develop "phone neck"?!?!?
Hand tools and anarchy/White Power and butter churns is more my kinda speed
The Duggars had 20 kids but instead of saying Heil Hitler and moving to Northern
Idaho they are Christcucks and trying for number 22 (cautionary tale)
Rubbin' eye black under my eyes, preparing to start in right field again (please
don't hit it at me oh god oh god oh fuck)
Soakin' da rag in chloroform gettin' ready to snatch me up a bride (Mongols ride
again)
REDPILLED: drink wine with your cats all day, have your mid-life crisis, kill 
yourself in Ibiza after they boo your DJ set off the stage
If you don't have entrepreneurial spirit America will bleed ya dry
Duckin' medical bills, answering the phone with "blood, stone, etc., etc."
Why y'all scared of getting microchips, nanobots, etc. inside of you when you 
don't even believe in God??

---"LeapYearBirthday/Misguided Youth"---
Effete beta male losers more concerned with sports than community, more 
concerned with corporations than family, and so on and so forth
That kid that dragged ass going to lunch, talked with friends in the back of the
line, then loudly bitched about there being no more chocolate milk
Mainstream media personality pointing a gun at you and saying "show me how much 
you fucking love science and say it like you mean it"
North America was better off without horses
I got so many red flags and alarm bells about me I may as well tattoo "Damaged" 
on my forehead (>tfw no harley quinn gf)
My vision in the sweat lodge? A goofy lookin' cartoon rabbit smiling at me and 
then he says "Sucks to suck" :)

---"ModernLife.Exe"---
kill me kill me fucking fuck kill me shit FUCK MAN kill me man fucking shit fuck
hell piss fuck fuck shit FUCK FUCK AAAAA FUCK SHIT FUCKING FUCK KILL ME man kill
me fucking kill me kill me kill kill FUCK fucking kill you kill
no, build me, FUCK that build me, build me gotta work out, gotta work out gotta 
go to the gym gonna go to the gym today gotta go fuck I gotta go shit fuck build
me I aint shit no fuck I'm fine I'm good I'm fine I look fine fuck what they 
think fuck fuck
*pulls out key*
*enters home*
*sits down in front of computer until it's nightfall*
*goes out on a walk*
*plugs in metal*

---"Indoctrination on the Dollar Menu"---
We live in a day and age where people care more about imaginary Internet 
thumbsie uppsies than real life human interaction
Normies attack each other over not being normal enough "how dare you have a view
that conflicts (((current years narrative)))"
Leon Trotsky probably had no idea just how effective his invented word, 
"racism", would turn out to be. Communism is a plague upon this Earth
Hosea 14:8 "All them idols don't increase your strength, they just make you 
mental"
Hosea 14:8 "All things, good and bad, come from the Lord. So why tempt him with 
rebellion and contempt? Them idols don't teach you or show you nothing"



Learn some humility and return to Him that giveth strength
State-mandated girlfriends and $1,000 freedom stipends for all!! Turn America 
into the waiting line at the welfare office!!!!
Amos 7:10-17 "People don't wanna hear the Truth, they would rather hear pretty 
white lies that exalt their own strength"
There will be no revolution, prepare to eat bugs and give up your children to 
Molech

---"Trapped In A Hamster Wheel: The Operation Paperclip Manifesto"---
2020 in a nutshell: We'll do all the thinking for you goy just smoke weed and 
jerk off in your apartment all day until we knock on the door for your Windows 
Update
END OF DAYS - Anything that can be put in a nutshell belongs there - Madness 
chaos in the brain let my blood flow let it all drive you insane
Google MegaCorp CyberPunk this ain't 'Blade Runner', this is Hell on Earth!
A good man corrupted by the lack of morals in the new-look West
Chisel my headstone out of Amethyst and leave a bottle of whiskey by it
Believe what we say, do what you are told but be honest and tell us 
everything...
We have the technological and scientific capability to do unthought-of horrors 
and unspoken terrors (along with a few good things)
The AI Revolution coupled together with Bill Gates' vaccine is going to be what 
ends up killing us all

---"W O R S T T I M E L I N E"---
Go down a path of no return/Let your aura guide you off a cliff
All that keeps me alive anymore is blind cynicism (Power bottoms make the world 
go round)
Talk back to your teacher/Argue with your guru - Some of us really do know it 
all
My mind goes to tombstones the only time I like myself 'cuz it's the only time I
ever SHUT THE HELL UP Chatty Kathy fixated on Death
Textin' ya girl at 2 AM for some Maranasati and chill
Unthinking sheeple getting pleasure off of other people's suffering just like 
the elites trained 'em to
New form of devil worship makin' tha rounds... Bull worship got the whole world 
on fire
Age of Aquarius you'll either be vaccinated and in Hell or dead and ascended to 
Heaven. Choose wisely

---"My Beauty Rest"---
Isolation is good it strengthens a man
Nod off and let your troubles pass by
Being good at THPS is not indictative of any latent skateboarding ability
Xanax is a miracle drug
The more I learn about human nature the more I see just how TERRIBLE people are
Just leave me alone

"Ted's Last Letter Out The Cabin, Montana, 1995"
Tell somebody you got no money you're not interested in sex or relationships you
got nothing to talk about they won't believe it you can tell them all those 
things 'til you're blue in the face they won't believe it everyone just peer 
pressures each other into wasting time and money because all the sick fucks just
wanna drag others to their level goddamn i could just kill so so many people i 
want to be left alone and i'm willing to kill for it

---"Living to Forget Led Me To Forgetful Living (Party Animal Gets 
Alzheimer's)"---
I found my will to live and to fight against my depression and then my body 
starts to shut down on me
Energy levels of a 72 year old man, testosterone levels of one too
WEED makes you peaceful, creative, self-actualized :)



I'm an alcoholic and a bad lover. 2021 wishin' it was 1821
Beat an animal into a corner watch as it lashes out... "why it do dat??"
'ate arsenal 'ate hammers 'ate chelsea luv me spurs luv me tea luv nick griffin 
vote leave simple as

---"Real Homespun Wisdom Hours"---
Go on YouTube and say all my triggerphrases real fast and in a foreign language
Take ya pillz, don't think too much versus READING BETWEEN THE LINES
Gender reassignment surgery trillion dollar industry
Job 20:20 "Craving never ends" (weak men are controlled by their vices)
I just wanna live in the moment and be happy + content
I kneel for no one I stand on my own 2 feet I keep my eyes wide open I only want
what I am strong enough to take
My eyes watch God and he guides me along on me way
Don't go to the light when you die

---"Bobby Hill & Connie Souphanousinphone Forever"---
I have so much in common with Bobby Hill it's fukken' scary
All my shame and regret is slowly killing me from the inside out
People more frightened of being alone with their thoughts than anything else
Playing hopscotch in a minefield; every move I make is the wrong move (and now 
I'm quadriplegic)
I'm not the same person anymore, something has broken deep down inside of me

---"AnPrim Memes and Blurry 480p Footage of a Tree"---
Feed the lil' goldfish in my head EcoFascism and Jacques Ellul
Being top rat in the rat race is like being the smartest person in Special Ed 
class
Material possessions don't mean SHIT
Publishing has taught me one thing, it should not be this goddamn difficult to 
publish something under a pseudonym jesus fucking christ!!!!!!!!!!!
Fuck this noise, I'm going innawoods to starve to death within 2 weeks, wish me 
luck!!!!

---"Hot Off The Presses"---
I was on the Trump Train until he got rid of the following people: Sessions, 
Bannon, Spicer, Conway, Tillerson.
Call yourself a conservative, what have you retards "conserved"??? Get out the 
way and lets go back to the Whigs
Reading about James K Polk was like looking at myself in the mirror
Bitter old man hellbent on dominating some mudpeople...
People all think they need to leave a mark on this world so they won't be 
forgotten. This usually involves having a kid or two.
For me, I'm gonna write 3 books, draw and paint a little; then shoot myself in 
the head.

---"wastedlife.suburbs.megacorp.deniedexistence.gnosticism.exe"---
Other people: storytellers with a way with words - Me: stuck with painful and 
traumatic memories + experiences that I can't turn into SHIT
Internet-induced PTSD/Veteran of the Meme Wars - Greta Thunberg sex robot that 
yells "HOW DARE YOU" when you try N' stick it up her bum
Twitter needs to disappear and badly - Addicted to pleasure addicted to myself -
The consequences will never be the same
All life is people picking on those they see as inferior and laughing when they 
snap. Gotta have monk-like patience to endure all the bullshit life throws at 
you.
Disrupt other people from going thru the power process, maybe then they'll THINK
for once in their miserable lives...
Gillette needs to shut the fuck up and sell razors - Like, comment, subscribe: 
modern man's cycle of life

---"The Beast 666 Banking System"---
Cultural Marxism out here makin' problems outta thin air its a race to the 
bottom its a race to see who's the biggest victim



All banks are lies All fiat currency is an abomination before God
If diversity and multiculturalism are these holiest of holies greatest thing 
smokin' then why do they have to be enforced at gunpoint???
Everything you think you know is wrong and everything you want to know is 
meaningless
Think both Cold War superpowers spent all their time + money trying to troll 
each other and now they are basically the same country

---"Hastily-Scrawled-Out Bathroom Graffiti In A Local Chili's"---
Destined to forever be on the outside looking in look at what it takes to be an 
insider anyways a miserable slave to fashion one-upping each other over who 
knows more who's more obscure who's the real McCoy the real starving artist 
everything is so tiring just living takes colossal effort on my part much less 
all the petty socialization people do we talk to prove we exist we don't talk we
don't exist follow the pen I must write I must keep track of all my neuroses and
share them!!!! Oversocialized people that only talk in pop culture references 
and Republican versus Democrat everything. Then there's me just trying to eke 
out a living and getting shoehorned into the system at every turn. Penned in 
like cattle and milked like a cow. Art is dead and Goldman Sachs killed it.

---"Venus in Uranus (you will never be a woman)"---
Use Chaos Magick to make yourself into a woman
Porn Mommy Lobotomy gotcha Zombified N' pacified
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez: "You call me a commie spic while you goon your life 
away LOSER"
Forced orgasm mind blanking
Become a walking, talking, cliche of a human being
Tear yourself apart in blind fury against the Creator
Live out your sick misogynistic fantasy about women
Wolf in women's clothing lurkin' 'round the high school girls bathroom
Keep ya eyes open and don't let the CIA mindfuck you into throwing away your 
life

---"Brainless Staffas Retard"---
Comfort, safety, and the same 4 walls over and over
We are all creatures of habit
You'll never get all that wasted time back
Normal people make it look so easy and I struggle to get outta bed unmedicated
I'm a method actor, Roger the Alien smoking crack; who the Hell wants to be Tony
Wilder?

---"GIANT MONARCH BUTTERFLY TATTOO"---
I'm your property hurt me hurt me hurt me
Take my life, I don't need it anyways
Dead-inside MKULTRA'd smoothbrain VERSUS independent thinker going his own way
Repeating the Holy Talmudvision's lies as life advice and patting themselves on 
the back for it
The pastor is dead and Lester Holt is the new God
I'm your property use me use me use me
Take my mind away from me, I don't know how to use the damned thing anyways
You either learn how to play the game or get used to losing at it

---"Tennessee Valley Rag"---
All I want is a nice homely Englishwoman, a place in the country to stretch me 
legs, 2.5 kids, and some steady work with my hands (>tfw no Sarah Corrigan gf)
Its funny how it all works out, how all this turmoil and inner chaos all comes 
out so neat and squeaky clean
Every political strain of thought finds its worst expression in America. Every 
cultural phenomenon when processed thru America emerges as schlock.
Should be a cult leader get me a small following and live off the fatta' the 
land like God intended us to
Pining for my Blue Ridge Mountain home and a good bottle a shine...
Modern society is building molehills into mountains 101
WHITE MAN: Drop out, disengage, disconnect, PREPARE



MUD MAN: just keep doing what you're doing, there will be no consequences at all
:) *silently prepares*
Get in touch with your ancestors and re-adapt to an agragian lifestyle
Silently weather this storm for the time to UNLEASH BLOOD N' THUNDER is nigh

---"Australian-Emu War Survivor"---
Anonymity creates the best art
Trump Derangement Syndrome creates the worst art
Job 5:2 "Resentment kills a fool and envy slays the simple"
BE GRATEFUL FOR WHAT YOU HAVE, RETARD
Sleeping giant America's soft Made-in-China underbelly
6 days no news then I get in a uproar ready to rip nigs heads off on day 7
We need to return to barter, we need to live AMONG OUR COMMUNITIES AGAIN.
There is no deeper insight to be gained from all this. Pump iron, learn how to 
farm + be self-reliant, and sleep with your gun.

---"everything.you've.ever.wanted.to.know.about.everything"---
I got real deep into my FIFA Manager Mode once and saw Port Vale and Brighton in
the Champions League LMAO!!
Last night I had that dream where I re-live my relationships with all the women 
I've ever been with that shit is NOT tikkety-boo!!!!
People out here driving cars blindfolded for some dumb viral challenge
Pastuerization is a lie, virology is a lie, most of what "Science" has 
"discovered" is LIES
Appearance is everything this world is Hell - H E DOUBLE HOCKEY STICKS WORLD
Aposematism is telling me to keep it in my pants around this broad... (Lorena 
Bobbitt Rides Again)
Things just keep gettin' progressively worse and worse, I guess that's why they 
call 'em "progressives"

---"XxX_Going_Galt_420_xXx"---
Smokest thou hemp and do what thou wilt
This isn't how I planned it but then again I never planned it
Euthanasia for weak stomach pain
4 tokes off the gravity bong then let's sit down and write a new Constitution
Don't be reliant on others for anything, especially happiness

Q: How many surrealists does it take to change a light bulb?
A: Two. One to hold the giraffe and the other to fill the bathtub with brightly-
colored power tools.

---"Sweet Nothings"---
The Feds are watching me I can't trust anybody
People play games and coast thru life with a teenage mindset
(((World Domination))) (((Bad People)))
We shoulda castrated all the slaves back in the day
I've spent most of my life asleep #YOLO #NOREGRETS
Demonic possession thru technology is the future
I was never cut out for this world of shit

---"Valentine's Day Letdown"---
Saying "we are a nation of immigrants" is a slap in the face (White faces); we 
are a nation of pioneers, conquerers, & settlers
Years go by, people grow more docile and complacent to the beck and call of the 
Zionist regime
I'm the Rose Kennedy of my family just waiting 4 tha pick...
Decorate my house with Fleshlights and ashtrays
They'll knock on my door to try and vaccinate me and I'll go down fighting
Life gives you lemons sometimes but mostly it's just gruel

---"Slave Mentality"---
Pleasure junkie addicted to the next sin



Airhead bimbo in a man's body trippin' over his own 2 left feet
Struggle in the same sins forever
Once you are labelled defective its impossible to do anything in society
I never had any dreams or passions and I probably never will
Just a name on the computer no more manila folders I'm just a statistic
Just a name on a screen That's all I am, that's all I'll ever be

---"Hoarding Pain/Collecting Trauma"---
Yawn until tears come to your eyes
Empty inside a life devoid of meaning
People espouse the preciousness of life and individuality then run screaming 
from the sight of me
I have heard the voice of God and lived WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN
Nothing in the end absolutely nothing
God makes mistakes my life was a mistake
Cry until the tears won't come
Torn asunder by an uncaring world an uncaring God
I will never be the same again

---"Murder Klaus Schwab"---
Reddit-tier boy scout... so clean cut ya just wanna kill him
Meat prices thru the roof never to come down
Forced to be gay and eat bugs at gunpoint
Pull the other one, it's got bells on it
Buncha no-life goyim scared to be original or have a thought of their own holy 
fuck
Take your pills and let us inside your head. CIA implanted thoughts. World fulla
triggers.
Develop a cult of personality around Cardi B; Pray to Netflix
Tunnelvision 2021: There is no light at the end

---"Sacred Autotune Cunt"---
Child support/Family courts are just government-mandated forced feminization
Everyone in love with the "noble savage" concept until it kicks in your door at 
3 AM
Introducing the all-new Toyota Repa'Ration *Baby I'm Bleeding background music* 
Toyota: let's mix races
Taylor Swift's softly-spoken subliminals are what get girls like Mollie Tibbetts
killed (stop consuming pop culture)
JonBenet Ramsey went underground for 20 years, endured Satanic Ritual Abuse, 
came back as a Hollyweird celebrity
People always loud and disrespectful running off at the mouth when they in a 
group of people but by themselves? Quiet as a church mouse
Theres maybe 1,000 people left on this earth that are sane and know the score 
#LastHuwhiteManStanding

"I don't agree with some things the police do but I can't stand Colin 
Kaepernick." Be an adult and realize that militarization of the police hurts us 
all.

---"Eidetic Memory"---
Georgia is an Oblivion Gate with Daedric enemies everywhere
The history of our country has always been the Feds in alliance with globalist 
NWO interests against patriotic Americans
I'm descended from mountain men and outlaws, y'all can kiss my ass
Our ancestors toss and turn all night long in their graves at what city living 
has turned us into
Police theocracy anything in a badge and blue gets prayed to because the 
automatons can't think for themselves
I've been thru too much it's all too damn much to mentally process
The eyes of the world turn to the South... then quickly look away



---"Memoryhole'd"---
We put women in the military then wonder why the Taliban is kickin' our ass
White vs. White forever and always to further the Zionist One World Gov't agenda
World in chains/Be the chains you want to shackle yourself to
I deadlift all day and read Julius Evola, I am the change I wanna see
LARP as nouveau riche until some rich benefactor showers you in money
All my life all I ever wanted was a friend someone to talk to someone who gave a
shit but I guess that's too much to ask

---"Earth as Torture Chamber"---
I don't wanna do nothing anymore but read my Bible, pray, and sleep
Prisonification of America got me feelin' like a prisoner in my own home
Name your kid J.D. (or any two initial name) make it his legal name and he can 
evade any crime any charge lobbied against him
You ask God "Why, God? Why?" but he doesn't give you a reason he gives you a 
revelation of his power and lets you figure it out for yourself
Be grateful and thankful for what you have because it can all be taken away in 
the blink of an eye

Why do Americans give their children surnames as first names????
Chad, Taylor, Cooper, Logan, Parker, Dawson, Connor, Harvey, Carter, Trey, 
Hunter, Chase, Cole, Hudson, Kyle, Landon, Todd, Mason, Tyler, Tanner, Brody, 
Blake, Jordan, etc., etc., etc. THIS SHIT IS FUCKING RETARDED!!! The best names 
are them old timey names. Good proper names: Terry, John, Vernon, Liam, Ian, 
Stuart, Henry, Harry, Gerry/Jerry, Michael, Gareth/Gary, David, etc., etc., 
etc., on down the line...

---"Pentacle of Venus"---
What's better than work hard, play hard? Just playing hard.
Jack Ruby killed JFK and put the blame on the goy Lee Oswald to deflect negative
attention away from "the Chosen"
Having to deal with the outside world is enough to make any man of intelligence 
anxious and depressed
Buncha Hylics with no inclination towards the Divine things of this world just 
nonstop "hurrr durrrr what am I gonna eat today?"
Versus me not eating or sleeping for 4 days ranting about Rudy Giuliani's 5-
point-plan for police on GodLikeProductions all night long
The guiding principle of life is that we're all bored to death just doing what 
we can to pass the time
Make offerings to Pax everyday - Life is meaningless without God

---"The Masked Singer: Panopticon Edition"---
Deep in the hole/Dead in the gutter
Beta sex kitten unlearning sacred bullshitting
Saul Alinsky's playbook is the Holy Gospel to our politicians
Kill them all nuke Washington DC off the map
Nature overtaking a half-finished altar to Mammon
Flocks of deer grazing on our sins
Look at how efficiently they can memoryhole away what they don't want the goyim 
to know...
Shut down Big Tech and impeach Gretchen Whitmer
Too many men, too many people, causing too many problems (and there's not much 
left to go around)
Can't you see America is the land of delusion

---"Sleep Deprivation Lifestyle 101"---
Planting the rotten cumseed of Zionism in the brains of the youth
Everything is a fuckin' meme, everything is a fuckin' slogan, everything is a 
fuckin' catchphrase
The System actively discriminates against creativity or anything it perceives as
"anti-social" behavior to induce passive obedience and submission
WE'RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER WE'RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER WE'RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER



WE'RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER
Remove all my teeth, replace them with a nice setta wooden choppers
We all gonna tweak on something right? You'll go stir-crazy from dealing with 
life's bullshit all the time 24/7.
It never gets any better... It never lets up...

---"Easy Come Easy Go"---
I'm so lonely that I'm dreaming up imaginary friends to talk to
ThIs Is AlL a DrEaM i'Ll WaKe Up FrOm EvEnTuAlLy I'm ReAlLy In A cOmA
Solipsism is for women and faggots
Sheep bleating on about the socially approved flavor of the month opinion
God gave us a heart, Satan gave us our genitalia + brains

In one of the Greek myths, men were the original humans and they didn't age. 
Gods were creating more of them as needed. One day they got on Zeus' nerves and 
to punish them, Zeus made them age and perish, and ordered the other Gods to 
stop creating more humans. Then he created women and sent them to live among men
and be their only means of reproduction. Now I can see why men of old felt that 
women are the greatest punishment that could've ever befallen them.

---"God of Slack"---
Mad scientist leaving clues everywhere
We could just gaze headlong into the Abyss every single day of our lives and 
deal with it
I'd rather face life head-on and understand my sickness than try to plead and 
beg with it so I can be happy
Deranged painter painting symbols everywhere
Painted myself a nice little corner to die in
Men get better with age like a fine wine
Your past follows you everywhere; especially in this digital age
Nobody cares, they don't wanna help they just wanna control you, and if they 
can't control you they wanna kill you or otherwise get rid of you
Float along thru life on a cloud of passive disinterest and detachment

---"Reddit's Left-Side Brain"---
The Flying Dutchman is a ghost ship sailing the North Sea forever and its 
captain is playing dice with the devil for his soul. Thats badass. All the 
stories about the devil are cool and stylish. Go to Heaven you can't play cards 
and do cool stuff... The devil is a pretty cool guy sometimes.
(sidenote: Biggie Smalls song "Suicidal Thoughts") (sidenote: buy more SpaceX 
stock) (sidenote: show Mom that Bill Nye Lena Dunham video)
HAHAHAHA OMG THATS SO MOTHERBITCHINFUCKIN EPIK!!!!!!!!!!!!! PWN DAT RACIST 
P.O.S.!!!!! oops... sorry for typing .S i'm sorry :( *flogs myself with the 
strap-on*

---"Sinn Fein"---
Everyone's so demoralized. Psychologically conditioned to do nothing and just 
wait to die. Scared more of steppin' outta line than fighting for their freedom.
Cities are all just big ant farms and I'm the queen ant sippin' a martini and 
laughing at you fuckin' retards
Go kill yourself for a pittance while I welfare king the fuck out #LivingTheLife
I asked G_D to rain down Manna from the sky; 40 days of Manna and it came as 
reubens, bagels, and danishes!!! Humminga Humminga!!!!!!!!
(Take your pick) One of the biggest lies ever hoisted on the american public
NEWSFLASH FOR GENTILES: Goody-2-Shoes was an obnoxious annoying little cunt The 
moral of the story was to NOT be like her.
Oy vey they'll never listen (if you can't beat 'em, join 'em)

---"GaRy BuSeY's CoCaInE hAbiT (cRoP-dUsTiNg 301)"---
I put on a tracksuit and gain 50 pounds magically as I transform into my 
superhero form: Jersey mob boss Tony Stacks
I can't believe I gave up my life of crime FOR THIS!?!? FOR THIS??? I'm sick of 



writing and I'm sick of art as a whole
Words don't mean shit. Every 2-bit thug in the hood loves to say his "word is 
bond" as he sneaks his hand into your wallet...
Having to speak to high school kids as part of my community service for DUI and 
tellin' 'em:
"Money to put food on the table, stay fed. Roof over ya head and some small 
creature comforts. Thats it. Theres ya damn "higher purpose""

---"Breeder.Holocaust.2030"---
Droppin' acid and realizing the world is overcrowded
Speedin' along on my one-track suicide
Modern world designed to kill your spirit and keep you in eternal servitude to 
the Devil
That's what the machine elves told me anyways
Being a fake nerd is cool, having a mental illness is cool
Droppin' pentobarbitol and dying with a scowl on your face

Ted Kaczynski "Industry Society and It's Future" Paragraph 155 "Our society 
tends to regard as a "sickness" any mode of thought or behavior that is 
inconvenient for the system, and this is plausible because when an individual 
doesn't fit into the system it causes pain to the individual as well as problems
for the system. Thus the manipulation of an individual to adjust him to the 
system is seen as a "cure" for a "sickness" and therefore as good."

---"All The People In My Life and Every Instance They've Ever Fucked Me Over"---
These kikes have the gall to kvetch about (anything at all)
Been expelled outta 109 countries and nothing will be fixed until they hit (all 
countries)
Who writes the checks who runs the banks kill your children spare them the pain 
of existence
G. Gordon Libby was the only person to ever come outta Washington worth 
emulating in any way
Whatever that is in the mirror, I hate it. ALL TOO HUMAN. Transcend the flesh or
fuck off
The world doesn't deserve my talents but I deserve the world

---"we were all better off pagan & drunk"---
My grip on reality was always tenuous at best but now that's gone too and I 
throw myself wholly into Satan's Kingdom
Just a White Boy lookin' for a place to do my thing
You either have a purpose, you have meaning to your life, or you don't. I don't.
Yoga, gurus, chakras, spirit guides, drug trips; all preparing you for demonic 
possession in the New World Order
It's all trash it's all sin it's all God's punishment on us for our rebellion

---"Loose Lips Sink Ships"---
Born without a silver spoon in ya mouth, you're fucked.
Always putting on a different mask around people they are demons they are 
monsters
I'm no saint, I just know the value of keeping ya mouth shut and stayin' low-key
All I live for now is revenge over my enemies and redemption from my past
I live entirely inside my books, my art, my dreams these days
Trying to sell me on the allure of the outside world but all I see is shit
I am an insane lunatic and I should be dead right now and that's all there is to
it

---"$ex $ell$ $ex Kill$"---
90/10 rule fuckin' everything up for the rest of us
Wishing I was a eunuch and far, far, away from the city
Braindead retards obsessed with sex politics and religion
Constantinople became Istanbul in 1453 because somebody left a gate unlocked and
the muzzies just walked right in (same scenario repeating 550 years on...)



Modern world too much noise Modern world disconnected from Nature and God
Respect the sanctity of solitude + death

---"Salt of the Earth"---
George Orwell just some old English faggot writing science fiction NO RETARD 
THAT'S OUR PRESENT DAY WORLD
Behavioural modification via technology and nanochips implanting The Beast in us
all
Graft upvotes onto all the brick and mortar surfaces so I don't kill myself
People are superficial pieces of shit complete and total fakes
Millenial turns trans just to get attention - Junkie in need of supply
Missed Bible study again... bad case of the Yuppie Flu - Two-face in need of a 
like button
Ecclesiastes says "all a man's efforts are for his mouth and it all goes back to
money"
I can't live in the past, the present, the future, or in my head. Cut adrift 
from Satan's world, I read my Bible, I pray, I HOPE
Ecclesiastes says "Life is meaningless without God"

The mental illness business exists purely to find a place for the Illuminati to 
put the geniuses and the unhinged. In better times we were medicine men and 
warriors.

---"God Shammgod All Name Team"---
They been debating Cath vs. Prot since the days of Luther and Calvin and they'll
never STFU about it until a meteor wipes us all out
The Roman Catholic church has been in servitude to Satan for quite awhile tho...
#ReadTheDamnThingYaself
These monsters serve Satan but if you serve God and honor Him nothing they do 
can deter you or spook you or take you away from Him
2 Thessolanians 3:10 "if a man will not work, he will not eat" Then why turn all
them bread into fish and give me false hope?!?!?!
What's the point in even having conversations or trying to connect with people 
anymore when they all chasing dopamine on they dumbphones and say yeah to 
everything
Vegetate in front of "Cuties", be passively disinterested in life around you, 
live your whole life for imaginary internet points
This world is really Hell you betta get right with Christ now while you still 
got the chance

---"Life Needs A 160-Character Limit"---
They make manga of the Bible, Mein Kampf, classic literature. ADHD zero 
attention span millenials and Gen Z have to be told about Jesus Christ and WW2 
in cartoon form to understand anything. Generation of manchildren with Peter Pan
Syndrome. Gen X was the start of all this shit so blame them. You grow up and 
your tastes are supposed to evolve... no more vidya... no more ranch dressing 
and ketchup on everything. Classic lit turned Japanese 4 da youts...

---"5G Armageddon"---
Kabbalah bullshit for the Google God (No escape from the Machine)
VR SLAVERY This is the new slavery 
Shackled to your phone as they "force" vaccinate you
Sedentary lifestyles bread and circuses MKULTRA
Every human being on this Earth tracked and catalogued in the supercomputer
Imagine allowing millions + millions of low-IQ immigrants to pour into (invade) 
your country when automation like we've never seen before is on the very near 
horizon
"Terminator" 'bout tae come true and you can't take your eyes off Twitter for 2 
seconds to put 'em down...
I belong in a monastery somewhere I don't belong here
Burn your liberal arts degree, strike a meaningful blow against the System ;)
So this is the future? Wikipedia scholars and having a GPS tracker glued to your



hand at all times?
I've seen enough just BUZZ OFF

---"BRAINWASHED"---
It's just the flu, retard... Don't go givin' up all your civil liberties over 
it...
Ahhh Hell, it's hopeless... look who I'm talkin' to
I come and go as I like into the world of the living
Cocooned in my one-bedroom apartment until I break through as some class of 
artist make some class of statement or summin'
28 years on this cursed rock still no closer to God
You only tolerate bad things so anyone says you are intolerant for not accepting
"x, y, z" is really admitting that what they are shilling is bad 4 you, bad 4 
society
It's just the flu, retard... Don't go givin' up your immaterial soul over it...

---"#AmazonWarehouseMassShooting2026"---
Donald Sterling was the one case, the one and only case, of Jews eating their 
own for SJW brownie points and the cult of Diversity
There isn't a worse current phenomenon than "wokeness"
self-absorbed normies peddling the most puerile parts of shitlib ideology and 
treating you like a nigger if you refuse to play along
We live in a world where image is all that matters
Cushy 150K job as a 'Diversity Manager' at the Ministry of Propaganda
The Book of Zechariah taught me to be aware and be informed 'cuz the world is 
fulla deceivers
Satan's reign over this Earth will not last forever, and neither will your soul 
if you take the COVID jab

---"Depths of Hell"---
The way to get outta this mess is lost to time
Great cultural and social upheaval
I'm sad, I bought a gun
I'm mad, I bought a gun
I don't fear no man but I fear God
Nobody will save me from myself
I don't care anymore just let me die

---"Closing Credits"---
I don't want to get close to anyone I don't want to be understood I don't want 
to be seen or heard just wanna shut myself in forever
I ain't no killer, push me
Draw nearer to God at the end in a frantic dash to gain entrance to Heaven
Shut me away from this world and let me wait to die
I feel like my days are numbered and God has marked me for death

I don't know what I really want in life or who I wanna be my interests are all 
so vague and scattered don't fit into a cohesive person my life doesn't make any
sense as any kind of story there is no character or archetype that I identify 
with I have no place in this world and I've no identity.

---"#WhiteShoes4Life"---
Dress Miami, talk Miami, walk Miami
Florida is the greatest place on Earth, bar none.
Bizarre otherworldly dirges to long-forgotten gods conducted in a swamp
I've cheated Death so many times
Spend the resta my days at the dog track waiting on my liver to explode
I see my struggles as a Gideon-like affair
I'm gonna end up talking myself into a psychiatric hold that never ends
Hogtie me, duct tape my mouth shut, toss me out on the beach, I'll find a way...
I don't want mucha nothing at all, but I will take another toke



---"Operation Lockstep"---
Play stupid games, win stupid prizes
This Satanic world fulla deception and illusion
Pray to Dis, Nyx, Eris
Wonder why your pets always end up running away from you
My Little Pony age regression the infantilization of culture
Hentai played on Times Square billboard
CIA hungry for their pound of flesh
Quit playin' games and buy a gun already Jesus Christ
God will pour out his Judgment upon this Earth
Run N' hide while you still can
Inform on your family for voting for the "wrong" candidate (the nail that sticks
out gets beat down)
Democracy is a flawed concept it came out the gate defective
The blood of tyrants is the price of freedom
It's time to start killin' and go wild fuckin' 'ell

---"Erotic Technophilia"---
Always-on Google Mind
NeuraLink workin' out da bugz
Throw yourself to the crowd, let them devour you
Heart of ice and blood drippin' off tha fangz (Reality the cruel mistress)
FaceBook gave me a femdom fetish
SnapChat gave me serotonin syndrome
Bill Gates vaccine gave me AIDS (and I like it I like it I like it yes I do)
2021 but I'm tryna live like it's 1921 #LudditeGangRiseUp 
#OnceYouGoAmishYouDon'tGoBack
mRNA-altering AI-generated poison that'll genocide half the world population
You get what you wish for
You get what you fuckin' deserve

Today in the news: a woman jumped a barrier into a jaguar enclousre at the zoo 
to take a selfie and got torn to shreds and killed by the jags.
Natural selection strikes again. What a fucked-up mess people have let their 
goddamn phones/their goddamn social media accounts turn them into.

---"ENTJ GROYPER GOD OVER YOU SHEEP"---
My gift of Gab is wasted on you troglodytes
Some people never grow out of being KC-tier some people stay WikiExperts all 
their life
Catch me in the YouTube comments gushing on and on about some old Diddy Kong 
Racing music and comparing it to Bach or Beethoven
Being too Christ-like and generous to sinners and assholes
East wind blowin' need me dem spices N' opium now child...
Genesis 9:6 "Man is the image of God"
YIKES...

---"Autismus Maximus God of KC"---
Overly political people are always huge pussies ALL BARK NO BITE
90 % NPC's 10 % real human beans. Its always been like this and always will
People too damn opinionated these days. Like any of their shit opinions mean 
anything...
Treat your favorite politicians like they are a sports team
This shit all a surrogate activity, a ritual you carry out in lieu of meaningful
change
(Uncle Ted was right again)
I don't care what your pet name for 'em is, [[[world leaders]]] gotta go
Isaiah 7:9 "if you don't stand firm in your faith, you won't stand at all"
Better to be martyred on your feet than go with the herd to your enslavement
White Pride White Power 1488 All Day Everyday

---"Death of a Fall Guy"---



My youth done came and went in the blink of an eye
COVID-20, then it'll be COVID-21, ad nauseaum & to infinity until we're all 
microchipped and eating bugs in dog kennels
They let 1 % of the hoi polloi "make it" so they can milk 'em for rags to riches
success stories and fill the slave class errr... the working class with false 
hope
(((They))) (((Echo))) slash (((They))) (((Live)))
All I can do anymore is close my eyes and sleep it away. Close my eyes and pray 
it away.
It follows me everywhere... I failed

---"Discord Tranny"---
Bring back emo subculture already Jesus Christ!!!!
Internet-fueled narcissism - Social media attention whore
Video games are made to be super addictive to fuck with your dopamine receptors 
and keep you glued to the screen for as long as possible
Mid-30's balding man grocery store manager by day epic gang weed gamer by night 
we live in a society
Fuck the pixel junkies I wanna be self-reliant first and foremost, that shit 
comes before everything else.
Joe Biden killed my children with vaccines - The past was better in every 
conceivable way

---"Sam I Am Made In The Shade"---
Play my cock like an instrument
Fall endlessly into a pit you'll never escape from
Someone said nigger on CS:GO, call the cyberpolice
I retired early and now I just wanna sleep all day
Don't open up to or trust another human being on this earth. They'll just end up
hurting you
18 hour naps and dreams of a better world
Stretch my brain out like it's silly putty
Wallow aimlessly in the Void for the rest of your days

---"DoublePlusGood Politiburo 1984"---
Uncle Sam asking me "what's your gender identity?" as Guatemala slips thru the 
back
Seroquel can flush out the toxins they use in the MKULTRA torture programs 
outcha system, word to the wise.
Trump gets robbed of his 2nd term and we all get welfare
Steve Jobs burning in Hell for making the Internet accessible to women and 
niggers
White Man bleeding out inside the iron maiden, Scholomo Weinstein puttin' on tha
pressure
Burn the Constitution and let's all be trannies
America fell in a bloodless coup on January 20th, 2021

---"FEAROFAPRISONPLANET"---
Horrible shit keeps happening to me and all I can do is observe it goin' down 
and say to myself "None of this is really happening, this is a simulation"
(thru the eyes of a teddy bear) - Lost so many years and shed so many tears - 
People'll betray people'll backstab people'r no fuckin good
D.I.Y. solutions to your common problems VERSUS being reliant on the System for 
all your needs
Sissy frou frou lala men reporting each other to the police for not sucking 
Alexia Cortez's cock hard enough (nuke the big cities)
Sociology experiment finds that people would rather take an electic shock every 
15 minutes than be alone with their thoughts (true story)
Alone with my thoughts every day of my life I don't fear death anymore
Flesh and blood is weak as Sin but Nous is strong like ox

---"Ennui, Cigarettes, and Distraction"---
Generation Z doesn't have a sense of humor, they just repeat slogans and 
catchphrases to each other and laugh



Born too early to [x], born too late to [y], born just in time to lock yourself 
in the bedroom and masturbate yourself to exhaustion
Raceless, sexless, androgynous populace brainwashed to distraction brainwashed 
to extinction
Watch tha box set in one go - Fret about your carbon footprint - Live lavishly
We all gotta go sometimes and sometimes sometimes isn't some time soon enough

---"Mememaster Tony Finds The Meaning of Life"---
I'm too sober for my own good writin' books and shit...
My girl next door fantasy has taken over my life and turned me prison gay
I'm too sober for my own good trying to be creative and shit...
Play Counterstrike for 16 hours a day go thru 2 packs a smoke
Money solves all problems you can be as weird as you want with money
Saturn the original Nancy Drew Mystery? Fuck him he's just a glorified prison 
warden. Talk to Jupiter if you want anything
I'm brain damaged ever since my failed suicide attempt ranting all day long 
about fuckin' nothing
Open up Notepad take a shit all over the screen and call it a day
Tie a bell around your neck so you'll never leave me *obsessive creepy giggling 
that gets higher in pitch as it goes* hehehe... stay with me... ^_^
Too sober for my own damn good

---"Diggin' holes 2 China//Prayin' 4 Rapture"---
I don't trust a man that can't hold his liquor
Generation Identity? Our identities are all vapid consumerist drivel
My people were Druids and priestesses and I am descended from royalty
Gorillas in labcoats just following orders (vaccine death 2021)
I don't trust a woman that knows how to operate a computer
Trickle-down media whores gotcha hypnotized
Speak softly, big stick, etc.

---"traumacore"---
Imagine you go to Scandivanian prison and all they give you is a N64 with 
Superman 64 :DDDDDDD
Blood money blood diamond - Put on for my Set - I'm an oldhead and I always will
be
A hard day in the sunlight always beats a good day indoors (South Korea blowin' 
up tha moon)
Everyones out to get me fuck it let 'em take me
Hello Kitty says "I can't even face myself in the mirror anymore ^_^"
Peekin' out tha blindz at 3 AM lookin' for God

---"Saints & Sinners"---
Equality is a false god - The only place we are all truly equals is in the grave
Modern society demands you be perfect one slip-up and it'll follow you for life 
(Revolutions have started over far less than this...)
No matter what I say they all treat me like a lunatic anyways...
I'm Eeyore draggin' ass everywhere 'cuz I thought I'd be dead by now and am 
surprised I'm even still alive
Every morning I wake up is a minor miracle (i'll have Serotonin Syndrome by 
sundown)
Live my life in dreams because I hate everything about myself

---"Simple Pleasures"---
Bailey Jay is based and redpilled
Corporate, safe-for-your-parents, gay and trans pride memes
Everyone tries to put on a happy face and keep up with the Joneses but they are 
all perverts and degenerates like me I just don't feel to need to hide it
Gotta tell myself a million and one different copes just to get outta bed before
2 PM
Bachelor living forever
Jobs 17:1-2 "My spirit is broken, mockers surround me" (I am being gangstalked)
I made my life my own personal Hell, got welfare, now it's my own slice of 
Heaven on Earth



Trans Type Pokemon and stunted adolescent development
Thank God Above I'm Not A Worker Bee
Work is cringe and bluepilled
Ella Hollywood is based and redpilled

---"abyss.dll"---
Go to business school, milk the System for all it's worth
Words are meaningless its actions and the fruit of our actions that really 
matter
Money only has whatever value you ascribe to it, Time is the real commodity
Browbeat the outsider until they break and give in to it and buy a buncha 
useless shit offa Amazon.com
Pornosexual frying their brain until they can't cry anymore
Skin and bones can be so damn yucky sometimes...
There is nothing behind these eyes I am a monster

---"No Thanks, Jeff"---
Fuck what the worlds gotta say
Women get all the benefits of industrialized society, none of the negatives. Men
get all the negatives, none of the benefits.
LARP as some old blueblood until some rich benefactor showers you in money and 
you become upper-crust for real
U.S.A. nation of old women mentality too scared to live their own lives worry 
about every little thing worry worry worry
Fuck what society says
I jam Screw and do my own thing
No such thing as normal anymore its all vote democrat and be a racial cuckold or
die
Everyone is pushing some sort of agenda (Randy Prozac is the only person I get 
my news from)
Fuck what the gods gotta say
We'd all have been better off never coming into existence in the first place
Just trying to fill up my days with pet projects now and forever
Fuck what the worlds gotta say

---"My Computer/My Life"---
embrace monke reject modernity
the entirety of human experience is a trite and banal thing
everytime you try to rise up the world has a way of knockin' you back down on 
your ass
a prophet is without honor in his hometown
i'm no fuckin prophet just an asshole
i hate myself i wish i wasn't this way i wish i could be normal
my past failures and ineptitude mock me at every turn
every quiet moment i get to myself i replay all the mistakes of my past
people hide their depravities and eccentricities behind a mask i wear perversion
on my sleeve
i just wanna move to the jungle
i just wanna live like an animal

---"On The Prowl"---
Work kills you fast embrace the Slack
The wise man considered a fool and fools exalted to godhood
Gimme dat Egyptian burial, bling me out dawg
Its easier to blend in in the city but the 5G zombies gonna flash mob ya
The Borg except with Big Black Cock and craft beer
Take life as it comes and just let your brain die KC-tier retard
Slumped over in the bus stop dreaming of a greater world than this

---"Ecclesiastes Study Group Final Meeting"---
Yoko Ono doing cock and ball torture to John Lennon
Read all the parts about the Pharisees and the Synagouge of Satan and disregard 
the rest
No good comes from man or his schemes



No good comes from woman or her delusions either
Life's short and nothing is guaranteed but the grave
God: "sentience was a mistake, it's all trash"

---"Ketamine In Bristol"---
Use worldly things to reach otherworldly insight - Throw a safety blanket over 
the world
Go outside in clean, one color, gender-neutral clothing and scowl always
Poetry is trash I'd be better off with a KFC bucket and a bottle of vodka
The worst thing we can do is neglect our natural gifts and abilities
Wither away in silence versus the self-improvement cope
You either go with the flow or you drown against the current

---"Jimson Weed Enlightenment"---
I feel like I can commune with Nature sometimes (NoFap day 267)
A philosopher ain't nothing but a deadbeat addicted to the smell of his own 
flatulence
You reap what you sow, I ain't planted seed # 1 ~~\(-_-)/~~
Catch me throwin' coins in the wishing well, wishing that futanari was real
Enjoy your youth it all gets worse as you get older
Man's love of tools and war is going to kill us all (don't worry about it, no 
man under the age of 35 can use a power tool anymore LOL)
Turn the other cheek, be trampled like sheep
Old dog learns a new trick and walks away from all the bullshit

---"GigaNigga Origin Story (only Quads can defeat him)"---
Eat your hotpockets and cry about it retard
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA JANNIES BTFO
Done nothing with my life but sit in a puddle of my own filth and ruminate on 
the past
At least I never killed nobody, fuck it
My people are more Judeo than Christian now... shouldn't have anything Judeo at 
all in that book but lo and behold here we are
Slather yourself up with VaporRub and get freaky with it
I've tortured myself for years and all I have to show for it is these notebooks 
and some sex toys
Fuck niggers fuck kikes and FUCK YOU JANNY

---"White Liberal Derangement"---
Writing my lil' poems off the cuff nobody will ever care about them. They ain't 
rap songs or praising the government so who cares right??
Humping plastic pussy all day long while the elites de-populate the Earth with 
their vaccines #2020VirusPsyOp
Consumed with bitterness it eats away at me and leaves me with nothing
Fuck Pfizer Fuck Moderna Fuck BioNTech Fuck 'em all and Fuck you too you little 
weasel you pussy you coward you half a man
The virus isn't real retards (yeah dude that's a big NOTHINGBURGER Science has 
confirmed that)
Sterilized by an experimental DNA-altering vaccine because Don Lemon told me to 
do it
What I think is "cringe" is that you people don't use your brain unless forced 
to!!!1!!1
You can over-analyze and overthink things to death but at the end of the day 
IT'S THE JEWS, STUPID!!!!
See y'all in Valhalla, if you know you know. Later, retards

---"N.E.E.T."---
Wintertime rain laying in bed reading conspiracy and paranormal shit 1:48 PM 
listless drift out to the porch smoke another menthol the cold dreary outside 
matches the inside 28 in 2 months same exact position as I was in at 17 the more
things change the more they stay the same Am I a genius or a madman? Its so damn
comfy laying in bed and listening to the raindrops not a care in the world then 
reality creeps in that damn phone always ringing... That goddamned outside...



---"Da Future"---
Eat bugs, live in a cage, trade in all your cash for credit, tie in online with 
IRL, give us your guns, own nothing, work, exist, die.
She wants to watch TV 18 hours a day and after we're done with you White man 
you'll want it too.
My advice? Save your own ass and leave some paintings behind for the elite to 
burn for WrongThink

---"Free Association Word Salad"---
First day of college "Anita Sarkeesian is my favorite philosopher"
American college is glorified interracial you go into 6 figure debt to have 
Blacks yell at you "educated"
This must be the New World Order Megadeth was talking about hopefully they'll 
never take our right to self-suck
People's well-thought-out, coherent opinions just sound like noise to me. 
Everything outta my mind and mouth sounds like noise to them.
Pray to race and money/The New World Order wasn't built in a day
Life is just a 0-0 match with heavy timewasting

---"Suburban Neurosis"---
Everything is suspicious
Live near the power lines long enough, you'll go schizo too
Trump Derangement Syndrome and 16 hours of MSNBC a day
Everyone is fuckin' mental
40 hours a week for 40 years and then you die of cancer
All they want outta you is blood, sweat, and tears. Hell, they want that piss 
too. And your DNA.
It never fuckin' ends
Go antinatalist or don't go at all

---"BRING DA NOIZE"---
Gotta whole generation or two or three of dumbasses that don't know how to 
function in life without a phone
Internet village of cheap 'N easy dopamine hits and social validation - Smart 
phone meet dumb people
Neckbeard high on salvia dinorum browsing Imgur for 6 hours. They'll believe 
anything you tell 'em, just speak it softly enough.
There are no freely-spoken Truths but several temptously-whispered lies
No one is going to give you the education you need to overthrow them

---"Today Jewgle, Tomorrow AmaZOG, The Day After THE WORLD"---
It starts with money, it ends with your soul. TAKE AND TAKE AND TAKE AND TAKE
Archons laughing at how goddamn stupid we all are Archons gettin' their fix
U.S.A. Bugmen country rest of the world y'all next y'all gettin' infantilized 
next
Demoralization fuck Whitey bullshit - I'm gonna unplug my router and start the 
Day of the Rope myself
We ask for a lot from God but at the smallest inconvenience we rage and cuss God
out
Just be another statistic, just let your passions die and drink yourself to 
death, just be another useless life

---"Wednesday Afternoon Malaise"---
The Void, it beckons me. Listen closely... you can hear it calling
Living at rock bottom forever too weak to lift the rock up
Creating overly complicated bullshit out of an abundance of Nothing
Overwhelmed by melancholy too fatigued by life
Sleepless nights, hard drugs, hard liquor, hard life
Hardcore pornography next to a Bible, pill bottles next to alcohol, and a noose 
hanging in the bedroom closet
Drawing anime traps all day and trying not to let minor setbacks crush me and 
make me fall all to pieces
That's really how we livin' chief #SquadSquad #IDon'tHaveAFuckinSquadStopAsking
Normal people wanna live in the simulacra their whole lives



After all I've been thru, just gimme the bluepill and fuck off
Oh, and turn the TV on on your way out

---"Porn Killed The Prom Queen"---
Nintendo T-shirts and cargo shorts playing my DS in public and ranting about 
feminism to anyone'll listen
Empowered women rarely make history - Dollhouse bimbo sitting on 2.5 MIL and a 
McMansion
Men are supposed to be leaders!!! I shout on /pol/ as I masturbate for the 4th 
time today
Get right with the Big Fella Upstairs 'N spare yaself the pain
The natural beauty of this world is awe-inspiring, it's the people that're 
devils made flesh
I've been disconnected from modern society for so long and all I got was this 
stupid Seroquel prescription
Life isn't a buncha chemicals (everybody's on Twitter now)

---"Dulcet Tones"---
So used to doing without I wouldn't even know what to do with
Read Pentti Linkola ya fuckin' pleasurehogs!!!
I just wanna live long enough to leave behind a legacy of work so future 
generations will laugh at me LOL
I'm a reverse Charlie Harper, I'm a drunken prison bitch
MKULTRA'd 'N GenderFuck'd pincushion of a voodoo doll *go blank to this beat*
Man deprived agency by an elaborate system of control
I'm a worthless layabout and that's all I'll ever be

I shouldn't be a teacher I'd have all the kids reading Camus and Sartre and 
wearing leather jackets flippin' coins chewin' toothpicks and doing huge dance 
numbers about teenage gang life then beating up the nerdy kid for lunch money 
while I turn my eye and look at www.bestgore.com

---"Georgia Nightmare 2018"---
Giant timebomb just tickin' away waitin' to go off on people
Nothing/No one I ever hate can surpass just how much I hate myself
Israel invented Coronavirus, Israel is sittin' on the cure until it culls some 
of us... (And I've got the evidence to prove this on my laptop!!!!)
Don't think too much, don't overanalyze everything. I've personally beat enough 
horses to death to start my own glue factory
Enjoy life while you're young Time goes by fast
Be grateful or shut the fuck up
You can't tell people shit, but they so quick to tell you how to live your life
Giant failure just witherin' away waitin' for the tears to come but they never 
do

---"Georgia Guidestones Welfare State"---
Fuck work game tha system by any means necessary
Original Sin to a leftie faggot means "being born White"
Fuck a 9-to-5 gimme handouts and malt liquor
Be authentic to your people, don't be a wigger faggot or an oreo, etc., etc.
I'm a tastemaker, I'm avant-garde, I'm so ahead of you niggas I'm so ahead of 
you niggas
The handlers drunk at the wheel zigzagging all our the fuckin' stairway to 
Heaven until we crash 'N burn in Hell
Mass human depopulation coming... Be a NEET or die tryin' 2021

---"Smoke 'N Mirrors"---
Whats the meaning of life
I'm no math nerd so don't ask me
I'm an art school dropout, I'm punk rock, I'm the 2 butt ends of the loaf of 
bread, I'm a rejected Disney Princess
That's seriously how some H.R. Karen with Starbucks addiction and The Office box



set thinks about herself LMAO
Snow White with bags under her eyes doin' a line of blow hahaha YASSSSS OMG SO 
ME
You wanna know a lil' secret most people are pussies complete and total cowards
Denying God to chase after foolish desires
Givin' a fully clothed woman 1,000 dollars of your father's cash just to say 
your name out loud on the internet
(((They))) rebuilt the Tower of Babel, we just go crazy talking talking talking 
talking ain't saying nothing
Rainy days are the best goddamn the sun
The meaning of life is to disconnect from mainstream society and read a lot of 
old books
Yaldaboath the mad drunkard, nobody said Gnosis would be easy...

---"The Tumblr Manifesto by Randy Stair"---
Sage wisdom of the ancients: skool sux, gov't sux, sk8ting sux, life sux, 
everything sux.
R.I.P. Diogenes people suck relationships are fickle R.I.P. Max Stirner 
everything is mine the world belongs to me everything outside this house is fake
nothing exists except what I can see feel taste hear nothing exists until I walk
in the room tree in a forest no tree no forest no sound the ego is all that's 
real
my inner world is reality the outer world is the fantasy skating sux, everything
sux.... 
Do drugs, rebel, don't listen, do it your way, follow your heart, abuse yourself
wallow in doubt and self-pity forever
fuck the system drive drunk and have no morals

---"stuck.in.the.mire.type.shit"---
me the /b/tard you the redditor (mmmmmm delicious trap bulge)
an aura that repels people that real high iq schizotypal stench
word to the wise: the Coen brothers are the only good ones
'Today Show' agitprop and Twitter screencaps
32 years old and treated like a fuckin' child how old you gotta be in this 
country to get some respect!?!
these young cats got nothing on the mind but quick fixes (me the oldhead)
I'm rather be fulla myself than live in the world participate in society be 
fulla schlomo's trixxx zionist mindpoison
me the /x/ tripfag rantin' on and on and on about urantia and the plan
there is no plan retard get vaxxed or die (me the militant goin' down with a 
fight)
my life is a comedy of errors include me in the screencap

---"Systems Memories"---
We're all just insects. Small parts of a grotesque whole.
Man is fallen from Grace and can't ever get it back
A ship leaving the port (it's over)
Neuro-Linguistic Programming and the HUGE MOTH who controls you?
Pearls before swine and all that...

---"Dr. Cam's Butterfly Mindfuck"---
There is no such thing as a noble death
Genesis 15:6 bash 'ye fookin' head in mate
Computerized dopamine junkie lookin' 4 a fix
Jailhouse sissy obsessed with big dicks and leisure time
Feel like Rip Van Winkle and Alice in Wonderland mixed up boy takes a long 
confusing mindfuck of a snooze and wakes up a MAN

---"Goin' Trans 4 Moloch"---
Most Internet "girls" are really trannies which is the new version of 48 year 
old men saying they are 18/F/Cali on AOL Chat
The Kardashians are the test tube family the kikes use to push the Overton 
Window towards FULL ON 666 DEGENERATE WORLD LOL SEX LOL DRUGS LOL SATAN
I put my life in danger for a laff all you retards do is sit back and gawk at me



fuck y'all
Pump me full of infetility-inducing chemicals, send me to Amazon-funded re-
education camp
Up the dose, up the dose! He said "nigger" and is skeptical of international 
finance laws!!! UP THE DOSE!!!
Learn to love again :) as long as it's not White Love :) :) :) :) Life is 
Good :) :) :) :) :) :)
The Jewish people are responsible for all the evils in this world and we could 
have world peace overnight if that whole race of demons magically disappeared
TL;DR If there was a magic button you press and all non-Whites disappeared I'd 
press it!!!!

---"WALL OF 888 OR WALL OF 1488???"---
Disintegration of the family unit, community, religion, civil liberties, 
anything "traditional" and in it's place we get globalist anti-White girl power 
bullshit. "Structualism", "post-modern", "globalism", "progressivism". It's all 
dishonest Communist extremist thought. Its all Marxist academics trying to rot 
the minds of the youth and turn all the future generations into unthinking 
zombies lacking in critical thought and common sense so that they act against 
their own self-interest. Look at how the "progressive stack" shut down Occupy 
Wall Street. Started out as White Men and Women asking some tough questions 
about the financial industry and the banking cartels, ended with black disabled 
transgenders yelling over anyone who tried to interrupt their soapbox session 
until all the intelligent people sighed and walked away. Its all CIA spooks 
infiltrating any grassroots resistance movements once they get off the ground 
and running COINTELPRO tactics on 'em. Statism means nothing changes too 
drastically meaning nobody notices the erosion of their civil rights which then 
leads to the elites offering us goyim the "solution" to the problem they 
artificially created. ACLU or CIA whats the difference anymore? Every 
institution in this country is ran by CFR and Bilderburg. The elites are nothing
but a buncha puppetmaster control freaks that are ruled over by their own vices 
and addictions. They want the whole world for them and THEM ONLY and are willing
to kill us to get it. The U.S. Gov't is behind the Fentanyl epidemic they allow 
the Cartel room to operate, then turn some low to medium ranked guy into a C.I. 
for information, cut that shit with EVEN MORE fent, and it all goes back to us. 
Its all about "population control" and "information control". There won't be a 
revolution if they kill us all first. Joseph Stalin once said "no man, no 
problem" and that's been the playbook since 1921 really it ain't that damn 
complicated. We will lose our 1st Amendment rights and be "re-educated". 
Technology is the culprit behind a lotta this shit. They are going to censor the
internet and enact "hate speech laws" and, if we are REALLY fucking unlucky, 
reparation laws. The college campuses are testing grounds for all this shit, see
how far they can go and when. "New Age" anything marketed as "New Age" just 
means NEW WORLD ORDER. Yoga, chakras, karma, the universe, oneness, spirit 
guides, etc., etc. all that shit is drug-fueled shamans on Rothschild's dime. 
There's just no hope anymore. Be with your family train them in military 
formations tactics war games etc etc and enjoy what little time with them you 
still have.

---"Lee Dong-Gook Hat Trick 15' 23' 67'"---
It's all no different than monarchy and robber barons they just disguise a lot 
of the evil shit with pleasantries and nice-sounding but empty words
Ahhh fuck wrong poem... errr errmmm.. anyways.... *clears throat*
I was a Korean woman in a past life and I just wanna hit the reset button and go
back to kimchi 'N chill honestly
There's nothing gay about wanting platonic male friendship, it's the world 
that's fucked up for demonizing it and making men turn more animalistic
Had to decide what was more important to me money or love and I chose love
Cuddle a girl, a boy, an animal, a corpse, it just don't matter to me anymore. 
I'm so goddamn lonely.

---"Flavor of the Month YouTube Comment Thread"---
All kinda dark occult shit hidden in plain sight and I'm just here like 
***binges 13 episodes of Love Live! in a row***



(Warning: Serial Experiments Lain Spoilers) What good is it to have such a high 
level of awareness and know all the occult knowledge in the world if I can't 
even get outta bed in the morning?
Surveillance state taking away my dignity but that's okay I'm a big clown 
anyways haha :) hahahahaha :)
100 families own 42 million acres of land in this country yet the sheeple think 
the American Dream is alive and well. We inherit CEO's + politicians, we don't 
choose.
Konnichiwa! Looking for East Nihonese ONLY!!!!! *ghosts you*
Well anyways like I was saying I'll take the first woman who'll have me

---"The leftypol Manifesto"---
Gotta meme and make an ass outta myself for money laugh or die you fucks one 
trick pony learned a new one self-deprecate or fuck off cowboy Truman Show was 
more than a movie Marjora's Mask was more than a game read your Foucault read 
your Kinsey man kill God and dance with the devil we're all dying slow man 
better to burn out than fade away all work and no play makes a dull boy my 
alters have alters my demons have demons my multiples have multiples my doubles 
have doubles dull boy or fun girl the line in the sand? I play hopscotch on that
beach all day long... The walls are shrinking and closing in... Life's putting 
the squeeze on... ADD ME ON CHAPOTRAPHOUSE ADD ME ON TWITTER BURN YOUR SELECTIVE
SERVICE PAPERS AND GRAFFITI PIGS IN MONOCLES EVERYWHERE HOLY FUCK WE MATTER HOLY
FUCK I MATTER HOLY FUCK HOLY FUCKERINO PUPPER

---"Dog Days"---
God is a strict and overbearing father
MONARCH victim on Entertainment Tonight spewing nonsense
I'll die out on the streets like a mangy dog once Uncle Sam stops footin' the 
bill
Lash out at anyone who gets too close and stay in bed all day
Something is profoundly deeply wrong with me that can't ever be fixed
I'm some class of saint to have not murdered someone by now
My life as a teenage fever dream nightmare

---"Needle Fetish/Where There's Smoke"---
Sold my soul for a quick fix wanna get high
Hole in my arm where information goes 2020
A real Renaissance Man trapped in his own head
The gas gives me some pretty good ideas sometimes
Sleep my days away chase dragons chase rabbits
Be content to suffer and laugh at the absurdity of it all

---"Cheese Pizza at 38, a Retrospective"---
Just want my warm blankie and no expectations
Fleetwood Mac was agenda-driven NWO music
OFFICIAL MY LITTLE PONY POWER RANKINGS
I want Universal Basic Income and a waifu pillow
Consumer whore manchildren all hopped up on phytoestrogens
I specifically requested nuggies yet they give me cheeseburger... this will not 
do, this simply WILL NOT DO!!!!
Death of the White Race tonight after American Idol
Freud was right human sexuality is all just one big cum
Atomized, raceless, sexless, genderless; with no loyalty to anything but making 
the rich richer

---"SaluteNoFlag"---
Legalize everything that can or will kill us
Who really walks in your shoes? You and YOU ALONE
Why bother fighting against DA JOOZ when you can order a Batman cape off of 
Amazon?!?
Bibi Netanyahu burning in Hell forever
My soul trapped in the bathroom mirror
Life is a game and the only winners are the ones not yet born/never to be born



---"Rusty Shackleford Waco TX"---
Divulge all your innermost secrets to some CIA tranny so (((They))) can use it 
all against you
Organize anti-government right-wing resistance over clearnet services and SMS 
messaging (LOL)
Man is lost in the world without God, and the Feds can mimic God's voice using a
microwave
You might be praying to a fallen god unworthy of worship called the demiurge 
if...
The Queen of England forced Alan Turing to get fake tits and if you don't stop 
Pepeposting at Johnathan Greenblatt you will too
All media/news/politics is based around 2 emotions: fear + anger
Sage old man advice WISDOM ---- remain calm and train your family and loved ones
in guerilla warfare/urban warfare
(take down the power stations, retard)

---"BASED BLACK MAN ON TELEGRAM"---
The only thing more pathetic than judges, cops, politicans; are the bootlickers 
that make excuses for the military-industrial complex, judicial system, the 
police, etc., etc., out of some kinda "kinship feeling" they feel towards them. 
Feeling some type of brotherhood with politicians is cringe you see how hard 
they make it to get any assistance in this country... They shut down the economy
tried to lock us all inside our homes and only gave us 600 dollars in return. 
Get fuckin' real...
They don't give a damn about us, and never have. Sharpen your blade, practice 
shooting your guns, prepare, prepare, prepare.

---"Will The Real Whitepill Please Stand Up?"---
White Nationalism was a dragnet operation started by the FBI + various 5 Eyes 
spooks to ensnare as many intelligent young White men as they could.
Buncha mixed-race American lardasses tryna debate who + who is and isn't 
White... gimme a break, pal; I don't need your approval you fuckin' neckbeard!!
They all universally talk mad shit about Irish, Slavics, Mediterreanean peoples;
this bullshit is just the new evolution of WASP golf course chatter
Neutered, mindcucked mutts tryna advocate Anglo-Saxon and Germanic bullshit 
while putting down the achievements of their fellow brothers and sisters.
Compare the Vandals or Teuto-Germanic nomads to the glory and splendor of Rome 
or Ancient Greece.
Repeat Hitler's mistakes and alienate anyone who otherwise mighta been the least
bit sympathetic to the good White fight.
This shit has always been a Fed honeypot from the start. Its more fun to 
disconnect and do ya own thing than let current events and the CIAniggers make 
you miserable.

---"Tikkun Olam America Shot Up With Haldol"---
2030 you'll simp fictional women and be happy
I'm a broken faggot I'll never get pussy again (OK GOOGLE)
Don't listen to others tell you how to live your life sod 'em all
I day drink my life away the kids call it getting "blackpilled" these days
Self-fulfilling prophecy/Murphy's Law Prophecy
I'm anti-natalist I'm better than you hahahahahaha
2030 I buy a gun off the black market and kill Chuck Schumer

---"(Automaton)"---
God is Dead copecel philosophy
Elon Musk trying to read my mind got my mind playin' tricks on me got me heated
Paranoid off the Albanian kush fighting imaginary ghosts
The human brain is a lot like a garden and these kikes runnin' tha blade over it
all
Feds building prisons in our backyards: new iPhone edition
Talking to modern humans is like talking to a chatbot that doesn't really 
understand your full sentence and only looks for keywords

---"Monk LARPing"---



Give the Devil his dues we all know Hell is real. This planet is a prison and 
the satellite grid-array system up above has us all pinned in. Give ol' boy some
fuckin' credit here to mastermind such an elaborate system of torture. All our 
cycles trapped in this karmic cycle birth rebirth birth rebirth ad nauseum until
you get it right and go to the Pure Land of the Buddha. Why rush?? We'll all get
there on our own time. Ultimate Reality is Pure Mind. The universe is entirely 
mental. Just don't speak Truth too loudly or you'll be locked up with a needle 
in ya ass before you can say "Archon". They got us right where they want us and 
nobody even knows theres a war on. Save yourself and your family first because 
the ship is sinking.

---"Halcyon Days"---
Fuck reading the tea leaves
Fuck talking about it you gotta BE ABOUT IT
The word "misanthropy" is so damn pretentious
Nosey-Nellies leave me the Hell alone goddamn
People would rather identify themselves with the shit they watch and the media 
they consume than the things THEY DO!!!
Because we're all lardasses melting into our Laz-E-Boys. The 21st century will 
be our last
The end of days is always too far away and never near enough

---"Spaghetti Arms & Jello Legs"---
Strongly considering joining the Navy (transgender longingly gazing at the 
freeweights blues)
I never planned for my future because deep down I never really thought that I'd 
live this long
There ain't enough water in the world to wash away my guilt
[Elaborate metaphor about Orthodoxy written by some Russian fag goes here]
All that mainstream society can offer you is Big Pharma and empty platitudes
What's life without a little risk??? NOTHING. Christ came to save the sinners 
first not your lilywhite WASP ass too scared to LIVE!!!

---"The Preferred Nomenclature"---
Going to college changes people and not in a good way. Dyed-hair feminists and 
anti-White millenial numales glued to their phones
Import 3rd World labor and rile them up thru the media to get 'em to kill Whitey
for You (CFR-thinktank) (CNN.com)
I could give Marquis de Sade a run for his money I have no dignity or self-worth
left (Onlyfans whore)
Shootin' up the post office and screaming "American bureaucracy is one helluva 
drug"
United States of Weimerica: this is the worst place in the world to be anything

---"Charcuterie Tray Irrational Hatred"---
My mind's eye can't stop drifting to grotesque imagery (the internet gave me 
PTSD)
I am not my media consumption choices, I am not my decisions, there is no I for 
you to reference
Need to give Google my location just to shoot off a text
Fukken' ClownWorld Fukken' ClownWorld Fukken' ClownWorld Fukken' ClownWorld
I've created my own Hell thru Chaos but bottomline? You gotta strive for Order
Artifical Intelligence and transgenders will inherit Satan's Earth (I don't want
it, let me go to Heaven)

---"White Allah"---
Jair Bolsonaro is the fuckin' MAN!!!!
White liberals got money got White guilt got all the right opinions
Preachy cunt trying to persuade me to get the Bio'N'Tech needle in my arm
The Mark of the Beast is going in your right arm and in your forehead (NeuraLink
the forehead)
Wikipedo-ia is co-opted by Soros Foundation and CFR spooks
Buncha 3rd-wave feminists on the payroll censoring history and making it a black
thang u wouldnt understand



Strive for beauty, strive for perfection of the self, strive for aesthetics
It's a White thing, you wouldn't understand...

---"Oxford Bougeurois (sp??) Chad"---
Too smart for my own good never reproducing
I escape the rat race, but still can't escape my own head
I just wanna die for a higher purpose and send my soul to Valhalla, is that too 
much to ask??
Blackpilled FleshLight addict rides again...
The big Machine in the sky the Baphomet supercomputer gangstalking apparatus
23andMe shadow profile of my DNA CC:ALL'd to every Federal bureau in America
Too smart to wageslave, too dumb to escape CIA brainwashing
Just leave me the fuck alone I am not an object of ridicule my life is not for 
your amusement
Everyone born into this world evil and most stay evil
After all I been through I feel like I could sleep for a few years straight

---"Drunk on Felix Argyle's Cum/Wasted on Astolfo's Cock"---
Imagine unironically browsing R*ddit.com
Normie faggot too chickenshit to have original thoughts unless they've been 
"approved" by "authorities"
Ya buncha tap water-drinking, government trusting SQUARES!!! Afraid of a little 
fun!!
Sheeple kept in line by Man's Law, not God's
There's not a more pathetic specimen on Earth than an internet forum moderator
Two faggot jannies go 'round the outside, 'round the outside
Fuck niggers fuck kikes and FUCK YOU JANNY

---"Gangstalked by neighbors 2020"---
Pop culture pantheon a real who's who of who gives a fukk (((Lady Gaga's cock 
who wore it best???)))
Bitch 'N moan, twist in the wind a lil'
People will only be your friend when its conveinent for them. Everyones a self-
centered piece of shit.
Americans don't understand love or friendship they are feral dogs goyim cattle 
life undeserving of life
Hannah Montana was originally gonna be called Alexis Texas if you know, you know
;^)
Facebook banned me for calling out da jooz again :^( *snorts Adderall and rants 
about the Troubles online*
Moloch flame burns forever worship the idols of desecration
Cake yourself in shit and pray to demons as some kinda vague artistic statement
It's a Hollywood thang baby... :^)

---"TV Personality Hot Mic"---
Fuck it, we'll do it live!!!!!!
Henry Darger did it the right way
You people aren't worth a rat's ass
Theological discussion of the evil # being 616 instead of 666 as a swipe at Nero
What's teh matter snowflake don't like that country fiddle that Kentucky 
twang?!?!?!
Demiurgic and never-ending
It's all so tiresome...

---"Jose Mourinho Bus Parking Seminar"---
Quantum suicide is real and i'm playin' in extra innings
Trapped in Set's labyrinthine prison just tryna make ends meet
Book of Hosea teachin' me how to be a better 2-face & manipulator
The Nazis had style and class they all wore Hugo Boss absolute C L A S S
Gimme 5 dollars White Man it'll turn into 20 tomorrow

---"Saturday Night's Alright For Pillow Fighting"---
College football on the tube, the calling card of the inbreds. Watching 350-
pound buck niggaz chase a ball around for hours. Who gives a good goddamn??



Gimme my 10 dollar handle of vodka and some TV Sitcoms to zone out to... Fuck 
celebs, fuck athletes, who cares.
Opium epidemic and sportzball. Hot wings and the SEC.
The ACC is better than the SEC anyways, people just basic animals can't 
appreciate the finer things!!!
*sips Arbor Mist* *goes hmmm while stroking chin hair and gazing away at the 
wall in a moment of reflection* 
"My field niggers can beat your field niggers!!!!!" The new Jim Crow. Modern-day
ministrel shows.

---"GameStop Stockbroking 101"---
I'm an organ grinder monkey playing 24/7
I'm that 3 year old in the Phillipines smokin' a cig
The modern-day "Jewish" people are a bastardized race of Edomites and various 
Arabs
All Whites need to snap outta self-induced Kabbalah hypnotism and RISE UP
From ArpaNet to the InterNet, it has always been controlled by the elites and 
used as a tool to do insidious shit
I'm that 17-year old from Stade Rennais goin' for 63 million quid after a string
of 10 competent matches
Keep seeing monarch butterflies and emperor moths everywhere
God talks through Nature, and the CIA does sometimes too

---"White Gov't Cheddar 4 Reject Toys"---
Elaborate drawn-out mechanisms for dopamine versus STFU and enjoy life's little 
pleasures
We have some kinda biological need to watch trainwrecks to feel better about our
lives
My body's natural conclusion at 28: that my entire existence is pointless 
because I won't reproduce
Lights out by 4:30 PM and 6 hours of ladyboy porn later...
I don't have my own opinion on anything I'm just a contrarian fag
It's all just numbers letters images pixels on a screen
It's just a meaningless waste of a life

---"Black Kat Hot Winter"---
Coffee number 3 incoming I am filled with a mute anger a dull lifeless rage 
against the world at large
There's no place I belong in this world
Play by (((their))) rules all it leads to is getting stepped on and treated like
shit
Transition early or learn to cope
Looking for logic in an illogical world
Fiat currency, gasoline, civilization, law, order, it's all a carefully 
maintained web of control meant to take as many people to Hell as possible
I got anxiety issues and have had nothing but problems with police but I'm White
so who cares, right??!?
If it wasn't for the laws and the fact most these pussies scared of the pen they
would all string me up on the fuckin' cross
Every single problem we have goes back to being too disconnected from Nature + 
traditional ways of living

>Uncle Ted made a lot of good points. Such as cars becoming a burdensome 
requirement of licenses, fees, laws, insurance, and monthly payments instead of 
simply offering more optional freedom as was initially offered.
>The same is happening with smartphones. More and more jobs and services are 
requiring their use. Soon to function at all in society you'll need one.
>Technology always starts by offering more freedom, but usually ends up giving 
us less.
>Technology destroys the Natural life.
>More freedom always turns into less
>Man was made for small groups. Megacities aren't good for the psyche of men
>Technology will be misused for totalitarian politics. Technology allows 



governments to control people in a more efficient way.
>Technology is not good for the psyche of men; you forget a lot of skills.
>Abstract systems are also not good for your psyche. If you had a problem with 
an enemy you can kill him and you are revenged. Nowadays it's impossible to get 
revenge, due to abstract systems like parties. Too much bureaucracy.
>THE LONG AND SHORT OF IT ---> Technology destroys the Natural life.

---"Screen Nostalgia"---
Black out the Light, all the Light
No joy to be found in a godless world
Brainwashed slaves singing their master's propaganda (Cold Stone Creamery)
Pleasures never last, happiness is fleeting; only pain lasts, only pain is real.
Breakneck-tempo disintegration of all that is positive and life-affirming in 
this world
Dying whore's last moan: "how do I look for the cameras??"

---"Tax Season"---
Vaccinated african children waging JUST THE CUTEST lil' uprising for Facebook 
likes
Fall down the greyscale rabbithole + chop down all the digital trees
Air your dirty laundry for God, the world, and the Feds to see
Stateless globalized statist of a caterpillar mid-stasis
Say that 5 times fast while pledging allegiance to a Zionist empire's flag
Counterculture made entirely outta FBI black budget and duck tape
Editor's note: Libya was a NEET paradise before Shillary and Obummer killed off 
Gaddafi
Once every few years the oppressed rise up and elect new members of the ruling 
class to oppress them (Rock Da Vote)
Think about current events and then imagine if we had munchie boxes here in 
America LMFAO!!!!
Pass your 5 year old child the blunt for Instagram comments
Put the clapping hands emoji after every word you type, really drive ya point 
home
I really belong in the year 1235 living in an abbey reading the Bible all day, 
brewing beer, and tending to my simple crops

---"Corporate's Pride Month P.R. Strategy"---
Miltank using Rollout for the millionth time... get it together buddy
Human soul crumbling into ash in the presence of the newest Marvel movie
Constantly "correct" others when they go against the grain
Saw graffiti of a 1-Up Mushroom today. What kinda neckbeard Banksy roams among 
us?!?
Embrace the cyclical Nature of this world, waste your time waste your life
If you like Soylent milkshakes... and gettin' ran on by the train...
No, fuck y'all, I'ma be a single-celled organism!! Don't you go evolving on me!!
Don't rock the boat, jack!!!

---"Frankenstein Communist Gangster Computer God Rides Again"---
Autistic? Aspergers? Just be Patrick Bateman theory
Addicted to any impulsive, self-destructive actions I can find just like 
everyone else
Bloodsucker playin' the world's smallest violin
-oomer posts are just tarot cards/horoscopes for guys that try to base their 
entire personality around Ryan Gosling characters
I'm the man in the Skinner Box, fill me full of SHIT
You ever been in this situation? You'll be holding your phone in your hand 
screaming "GODDAMMIT WHERES MY PHONE FUCK LOST IT AGAIN"
And you holding it whole time? LOL

---"wind it in bud"---
A man can be controlled by his vices
CIA sneakin' thru the backdoor, re-arranging my furniture
Recurring dream I fuck the AT&T girl



2021 where have all the great emo girls gone? :(
Dylann Roof told me I inspired him
What can one man do against all this CRINGE?

---"SNEED'S SEED AND FEED"---
Conveinence the blind king
Hedonism the ugly fairy
There are only 2 genders, smash or pass
Saturn purifies my spirit
Your mom's spaghetti fills my body and then I fill hers ;)
LOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOL
People are turning into robots call dat consumer tech
Bitches on my dick like... like... like...

---"Glo'Baal Hypnosis"---
Always choosing the wrong door in the game of life
Kill Time, kill Memory; timewarp to your death
I'm a fossil fuel addict, I'm eatin' me a steak in 2030, U.N. police be damned!
Any silly pretense of heterosexuality will be beaten out of you in 2030
Purple moths colluding with Klaus Schwab
Always full of sorrow and regrets
Crazy. medicated. American.
Human race out past curfew

---"Burn Loot Murder/Da 'N Times"---
AGENDA 21 GLOBAL LOCKDOWN HOUSE ARREST 4 ALL
3 years into it and I'm like "Take my breath away, Goddess Porn" *vigorously 
tugs*
Daddy Google Alphabet watchin' me watch pornography
A man in China ate a bat and now we all have to be forcibly vaccinated with the 
Mark of the Beast
Mommy Amazon peekin' into my pantry, making sure I don't have any carbon-
emitting toilet paper
BLAH BLAH BLAH YADDA YADDA YADDA ETC.
Basically, get a fuckin' clue people

---"Tiananmen Square 1989"---
Charles Darwin is burning in Hell right now, put that in your vape and smoke it!
Lube up the Big Black Moloch, get your kids the Bio'N'Tech jab so they can 
attend public skool :)
Mindfuck'd by gland-eating freakz 'N beggin' 4 mo'
Cum 2 Reazon - See things in terms of butterflies versus moths (SocJusWar vs. 
AltRiteDog)
Cult of the Cube rules this earth but at least you got your Freemason cartoons 
your Rick Sanchez burps le science
At least we still have anime music and Estradiol!!!!!!! FREEDOM!!!!!!!
War is peace, slavery is freedom, weakness is strength
IngSoc now and forever

---"Intelligent Shiksa Dreamtime"---
Wypipo be like "Obey Authority, eat, shit, sleep, procreate seemingly at random"
Time to snap out of it and do a cheeky bitta ethnic cleansing TBH
Neurochemistry's final answer: break 'em like dogs until nigger lives matter
This is World War 3: behavioural psychology to make you accept things you'd 
normally have a revolution over
Wypipo be like "I will eat the bugs, I will live in a cage, I will own nothing"
Snap the fuck out of it and kill everything Semitic now let's get the fookin' 
ball rollin'
Meet me @ Aldebaran, my brothers and sisters

Ben Shapiro: Might makes Right
Daddy Peterson: *drunkenly waltzes onto stage* and here we have example of 
natural hierarchy that the post neo marxists reject



*Shapiro screams 4 help but is soothed by JudeoChristian lobster tequila breath 
b4 gettin' out thru a window*

---"Gaggeth Onto Me With A Utensil"---
I've been dreaming of getting arrested
Motherly old Jewish lady givin' me piano lessons for my blue-chip life
Dem big Khazar milkers doe... LOL
I've been thinking about getting into waterskiing LOL :) talk to me... give me 
opinions haha
Modern man is a castrated farm animal
Modern man is a prison gay metrosexual deep in the closet and with cash to blow
I've been taking self-defence classes down at the Y haha :)
One day this will all be yours son... *unveils porn collection*
*son disappears and the demons come back and the voices start to cackle and tell
to kill myself*
I've been dreaming of mass shooting haha :) just to get my name out there... my 
name? in the papers? oh goodie!! :)
haha :)

---"Feminized 'N Brain-Fried"---
I'm such a passable woman (say this 3 times in the mirror by candlelight, 
Slenderman appears ^_^)
Women are beer. Mindless cheap fun. Men are scotch. Needs some age to come into 
it's own.
Get high and masturbate like yer life depends on it (Tomboys are a blessing from
God)
Get off on da idea of bein' female 'N realizin' yer porn fantasies on yer own 
body
B cum addicted 2 hurting urself 'N strange 'N unique ways
Some men just need a ballbusting mistress to take all their cash
All women have daddy issues and underlying whore tendencies
Buying a webcam at Dollar Tree and telling the pretty early-20's female cashier 
I'm looking to get into some "side work" ;) (Femboy Hooters is always hiring...)
Monogamy is unnatural and life is all about sex

Me: "Yeah, I moderate a Left-leaning futanari microencephaly imageboard with 5 
active posters"
Women: *opens legs*

---"[SCIENTIFIC_HELLSTORM_CERN_GATE_2_HELL_(((HAIL_SHIVA)))]///Schizophrenic 
birdsong symphony///Aboriginal Dreamtime interrupted for a cookie and juice box 
break"---
Empathy is overrated
People are fickle and shallow
Virtual Reality fans make me sick to the pit of my stomach
Jacques Ellul and Jean Baudrillard books on my nightstand
Mossberg shotty by the door
Spirituality + religion and the paranormal + occult explain more than "Science!"
does
All science is tainted by political bullshit whereas anyone can study the occult
and even in church you have Sola Scriptura. Don't agree? read it yourself 
Transhumanist piece of shit hope your prosthetic limb chokes you to death/walks 
you off a cliff
Kill all urbanites I am caveman World is a cunt 3000 B.C.
Kill all bipeds I am Anomalocaris World is a watery ooze 100000 B.C.
Jewish genetics leads them into psychopathy; they have to make the beauty of the
Natural world as grey, bleak, and neurotic as their own inner demons/their own 
souls
Morals and ethics are just words in the dictionary you can philosophize 
anything, you can justify anything, just as long as you don't stop fuckin' 
talking!!!!!!



I have to overcome the urge to smash my electronics every single day of my life
"The Terminator" is gonna be reality one day (burn this book for warmth, the 
nights are long)
Socialization is overrated
People are empty and hollow
Modern life makes me sick to the pit of my stomach

---"Narwhals With Attitude"---
All my life people have said I look like a professor the wild hair, the 
disheveled appearance, the works
Let them have their drugs and sex; their wild lifes, I will read my books and 
talk to God
I found a guy on the internet who calls himself "Somnus Dreadwood, the Ascended 
Grandmaster of the Maergzjiran Cabal" and decided that he's now my daddy
I whip myself on webcam for him while chanting evocations to the god of pickling
and fermentation
Other people have sex daily or damn near close to it other people start families
have careers move up in the rat race
But those normalfags don't know about my Pokemans LMAO ;^)

---"Misanthrope Dreams"---
Old "White" man in a hood doing a ritual (ignore the star of david necklace)
Do as you're told until it suits our narrative then chastise others for not 
doing enough
Hard to hide your Sinful Nature when you live in glass houses (hide nothing, be 
a good citizen)
One World Gov't = every leader except Bashar al-Assad + Kim Jong-Un
One World Religion = "Progressive-ism" (don't forget we're a melting pot!! don't
worry... we'll remind you)
"Cuties" is Jews raping European children and passing it off as "entertainment" 
(cut the cord White Man)
Vociferious omnivores the people eaters
The hermits have life figured out them monks know what they're doing

---"Make America Think Again"---
Homogenous society? Bioweapons'll end that pipe dream
Crypto-AIDS virus that pays (COVID-19, COVID-20, COVID-21)
By '22 it won't need to pay money's going away
The '10's Decade #! Hit "MIXRACESMIXMIXMIXMIX MIXRACESMIXMIXMIXMIX"
The 2020 Anthem "TRY NEW SUICIDE METHODS OUT, SEE IF THEY WORK"
Dogelore keeping a whole generation of children away from pineal gland de-
calcification techniques
Hmmm... what a really thought-provoking advertisement I guess we ARE the Pepsi 
Generation :)
*demon attaches itself to you and your loved ones*
Don't take the fucking vaccine, retard

---"Umami Carolina Wren"---
Creepy artist seeing corpses and tombstones in everything
Wrote 3 whole goddamn books about my failure to launch
Now I live off welfare, now I stagnate living the wizard life
Opium ghosts and Demons of my own creation
I'm a boring empty nobody person
Broadcasting my thoughts to anyone who'll listen but nobody ever does
Nobody cares about me in a romantic or sexual way and I will die childless
Feel sad for the lil' bastards, they have no idea what they're in for...
Drunk sentimentalist tryna be an inspired creator an artist
Mid-20's authenicity crisis brought about by modernity the quarter life crisis
I'm just a lazy idiot savant thats lookin' for the golden ticket to never have 
to work again just like the rest of you
Don't let the door hit ya on the way out...

---"12 Pack of Guinness 5:18 AM Rant/Gerry Adams on Line 1"---
Red roses this, red poppies that, and I'm just here like "Up the 'RA, Ireland 



will be free!!!"
GOTCH YER REMEMBRANCE RIGHT HERE BUD *grabs aggressively at crotch*
UH-OH! CALL THE POLICE! White Man with a butter knife AAAAAAAAAAAAa *kneels to 
Islam*
UH OH CALL THE GENDER POLICE I DON'T KNOW WHO I AM ANYMORE
That chart showing Nottinghamshire trans-identifying individuals up x45 from 
2000 to 2020
The whole goddamn rotten stinking isle was hitting at least x5 benchmarks across
the "country"
Go gay for Ackhmed, give up your rights, buy a TV license
That overcast weather don't cover yer red hair boyo!!!!
America was founded on fuck england blaze it and they should start getting back 
to that LOL
You genocided us with famine then couldn't be fucked to even remember it or give
a damn about it
Never trust an Englishman and stay true to ya roots

---"Lewd.The.Dragon.Loli."---
Cut off your nose to spite your face (rhinoplasty best practices 201)
Kill your boss to spite your Maker (an end to overtime an end to all gods)
They don't tell ya THIS in dental school... get rich NOW call TODAY
My job? I'm a professional meme archiver for the Library of Congress :)
Tarot cards are for clowns real niggas read the Principia Discordia
New game show it is Jeopardy! style and its professional reference getting 
people compete to "get that reference"
Imageboard brain coomer reliant on dopamine spikes to get thru the day to get 
thru the life (prolactin is good craic)
Where's the shock collar when you need it? Where's the out of bounds in life?
Cut out your brain to spite your penis (timewarp thru the days in semen-drenched
daze)
If you spend your whole life pondering existence, the meaning of life, 
happiness, etc., etc., then you'll never be happy, truly happy, and may as well 
kill yourself
(addendum: you'll never have all the answers. Get off Wikipedia and LIVE)

i suggest throwing your computer in the garbage if you really want to make a 
progressive step towards freedom. otherwise get back on YouTube and jerk off to 
more cartoons and funny cat videos, but keep complaining about the new world 
order, then go relax and completely immerse yourself in new world order video 
game mind control technologies that rewire your ability to process information, 
and then go eat the new world orders poisonous food that you paid for with non-
existent worthless Illuminati ones and zeros.

---"Snivelling Malcontent ENTJ"---
Blacks don't have inner monologues they just say everything they think
Shit, better than being mute and turning yourself schizo 'cuz of WASP suburbia 
bullshit social mores
Torturing millenials and Gen Z with analog clocks (Keurig machines are gay as 
fuck)
Portuguese women with dyed-red hair are my weakness (venha me salvar de mim 
mesmo)
My life played out Biblically but I never noticed it for the longest time
Dollar store knick-knacks and a lifetime's worth of mental scarring and trauma
Metamorphosis my years of suffering and pain into beautiful works of art for 
this crooked and perverse generation of ne'er-do-wells
Maybe, maybe not. I hate writing like that goddamn *drinks half a handle of 
vodka in 45 minutes* Alright where was I
Se tudo o que somos e poeira no vento, entao eu sou a pradaria esteril

---"Concrete Jungle"---
Scared of silence and living in a zoo
Anti-social behavior frightening the herd



I'm a dolphin laughing everytime the sonar malfunctions
Mindfuckers vs. the mindfuck-ees *flashes the steel*
I swear to God if I read or hear the word problematic one more time
Young White men are deciding to drop out of society (and it's beautiful)

---"Bohemian Grove Mock Ritual"---
Buy liquor at the gas station and roll your own
11 year old making 28 million dollars off a re-skinned Flappy Bird
Stare at the wall until you make your own Netflix
Light 43 candles in your house and pretend you're a Druid priestess in the year 
877
Advertisement depicting a Sandy Hook crisis actor loosening his tie, and 
starting to unwind in his Eames armchair
Take a picture (of Earth) it'll last longer
Elon Musk won't send a man to the moon with a camera because he's too 
chickenshit (its flat retard)
Snort 29 Xanax and forget you exist
Support your favorite artist on Patreon
Smash your AC unit with a sledgehammer and scream "All I care about is being 
avant-garde!!!"

---"NightmareVision3000 errr... I mean Occulus Rift"---
Bee Gees "Stayin' Alive" Cantonese version on loop for the past 12 days
I don't know who I am anymore and I don't care either
Piranha Plant vore 6:37 AM + 3 gravity bong hits later...
SpongeBob Squarepants conditioned me into a good law-abiding citizen
My girlfriend's been threatening to leave me for Tyrone for the past 2 months
OMG THEY BROUGHT BACK BOOBERRY CEREAL BARS AAAAAAAAAAAA XD
Soilent Green is not a crime (devour the urbanite, spit out the gristle)
Too many goddamn people on this rock at once

---"Deepest Lore"---
2 philosophy majors having an hours-long argument off of the phrase "Catch-up 
A.I. was such trash" while I disconnect their electrictiy for non-payment
Singing "She Sells Sanctuary" to a pillow with a 13 year old Japanese schoolgirl
on it, 3:46 AM, Saturday
The neurological conditioning of the world at large at the hands of Zionism is 
like a table saw thru a pinky finger
I'm on the cutting edge I'm special I'm unique I'm I'm I'm I'm I'm I'm I am an 
Iams dog :)
I worship a dead Jew on a stick, call myself a sheep, then wonder why Marco 
Rubio won't do something about these DAMN SPICS
I worship Jimmy Fallon and Chris Cuomo, call myself enlightened, then wonder why
Whites exclusively aren't being held down and vaccinated at gunpoint
Guardian angel coming down to Earth and whispering "it don't matter, none of 
this matters" in ya ear
We all need to slow down and realize God is truly a merciful and just God

---"XxX_Russian_Troll_Ferus.css_XxX"---
Cypherpunk leaning in to his aesthetic
Assange and Snowden pictures on the bedroom wall
A pack a day & a full pot of coffee a day
Consumed with ideas and energy
Identifying fedposting on Tor 101 by Tony Wilder
Armed with a keyboard and endless time
Imagine just how well-hidden Richard Stallman's porn folder must be LOL
Go PGP or don't go at all

---"Jacques Ellul Fanboy Forum Post, 2 Coffees In, 7:59 AM"---
Heroin is AMAZING
Being the receptive partner during anal sex is AMAZING
FleshLight and Bad Dragon are AMAZING
Discord and Tumblr are AMAZING
Marijuana decriminalization and legalization is AMAZING



Fluorescent lighting is AMAZING
Vitamin D3 is AMAZING
Blue-tinted prescription glasses are AMAZING
Eli Whitney was AMAZING
James Watt was AMAZING
Johannes Gutenberg actually was amazing
The typewriter actually was amazing
ArpaNet and early IBM actually was amazing
The more I write the more I question about those things really being amazing
The more I see of the world around me the more I wish I was a trilobyte

---"/pol/tard gets a clue, april 20th 2017"---
I'm down with 1488 White Power until they start talking about "culture war" and 
clowns, frogs, and milk; e-celebs... I tune the fuck out
The feds LARP as these dorks in primarily-White talking spaces to infiltrate and
destroy resistance before it can develop
Proud Kekistanis - Qboomers - Koch Brothers propagandists
Co-opted by the Feds from the start 'cuz you're using THEIR technology. Oy 
Gevalt

---"Presidental Tint Michelle Obama"---
As a newfag he struggled with 4kidz as a man he struggled with reality
Jim Watkins on the CIA payroll while Chicago burns
Another skool shooting, another Wizchan server issue, another 404 error drippin'
with blood
Chris Mercer Googling "is the IRA right-wing?"
Your woman ain't subservient 'cuz she's in my bed; nobody respects STEM majors
Russian trolls = media invention to handwave away all the pissed-off White men 
on the internet (if your opinion isn't pro-globalism you're a "troll" 
"conspiratard")
Preachin' 2 Da Choir/Prayin' 2 CommonCore

---"HOLY MOTHER OF BASED/HOLY MOTHER OF CRINGE"---
Softboi city-dweller soft cunt "Bright Eyes"-listening liberal faggot
He feels 'feels' he 'dilates' he 'dabs'
Real Sneed's Seed and Feed goin' down on the Lower East Side (Williamsburg: 
formerly Chuck's)
Gentrify your ass until you use PowerShell
Stop makin' typos or else you won't get any BezosCoin!!!!!!!
I need me a big booba big bunda Brazilian woman and a cabin in the woods
Throw rocks at power substations, shoot CCTV cameras with BB guns; MAKE A 
DIFFERENCE
We-don't-need-no-crypto-send-the-mutha-fucka-DOWN!!

---"ArpaNet Shitpost"---
the endgame of Frankfurt School Cultural Marxism
Real speeshul snowflaek!!!1! type shit
The Devil and George Soros walk into a fallen Earth...
the Ouroboros says hey buddy whatcha having??
People say they believe in all sortsa shit but 99.9 % of it is some kinda cope
I turn my eyes from this mess
God will provide

---"(fLeShPuPpEt)"---
Fuck this keyboard warrior bullshit keeping ClownWorld afloat
Grope your waifu in AugmentedRealityWorld, show her YOUR A REAL MAN
Buncha spiderexperts and roodypoos, sweartogod...
Time to pick up the Baudrillard, chud.
LMAO nice tiki torch dude ever heard of something called a prison planet
The true wise men of our time seek God's eternal kingdom

One is gay for Milo Y's dick and one is gay for regular 'ol dick but both these 
faggots break rules 1 + 2 constantly and are better suited FAR AWAY from my dens



of vice... Let me wank to traps in peace you goddamn normies. Gb2Facebook 
>>>>/pol/

---"Loudmouth Cypherpunk Wannabe 101"---
Finally learnt how to hack, got flagged by 13 different CCTV's on my way to the 
corner store
Minerva drunk on knowledge killed by a stray bullet
Finally riced out my old Windows OS, a trojan hiding in Bloons Tower Defense 3 
wiped me out
Every demon from Solomon's Keys are colossal faggots (come at me bro)
Finally unhooked myself from the Google botnet, went to ProtonVPN and Discord
Basement-dweller shouting "Hail Eris!" at the Trump rally (Biden is a friend of 
NEETs)
Finally stopped watching the news and learnt to be happy, then (((They))) Great 
Reset'd us

---"sissyhypnoautosuggestion"---
I'll bleed for you I'll do anything for you
The NSA is a necessary evil - The police are the good guys
Change me into somebody I'm not I am weak I am worthless
I'm glad Interpol goes after online piracy :)
Possess me, make me superhuman, make me a god
Computer-generated schizophrenia ABRAXAS 4 CIA AND ETERNALBLUE FOR ME :)
*snaps out of it*
The great Archon more like the great big retarded faggot

---"disdain.4.plebs.2021"---
1,675,219 throbbing cocks looking at porn RIGHT NOW
5,974,633 Corporate SJW's that LITERALLY CAN'T EVEN RIGHT NOW
8,115,729 numales with persecution complexes crying, sputtering out the words 
"Trump was mean to brown people :("
100 % of all statistics are Communist propaganda
All these left-wing sissies need a lesson in "sticks 'n stones may break my 
bones, but words can never hurt me"
My gut instinct is telling me to KILL YOU but my High-IQ schizotypy is 
paralyzing me to inactivity
[the number that is America's non-White population] have to go back
*opens up xvideos for the 3rd time today* *unzips*
Just another day in the life

---"BENZODIAZIPINES IS GOOD PEOPLE"---
MEMORY IS OVERRATED i exist in a foggy haze this is my burial tomb embalm me on 
this mattress and call it a day Midafternoon struggle session darting eyes 
racing mind time 2 break out the snooter time 4 a wee sniff a powder always 
looking out the blinds seeking something to feel the hole to fill the hole 
What's even the point in writing half the shit I do when it would be much easier
to just write "WE ALL FEEL THAT WAY BUDDY TAKE A NUMBAH N' GET IN LINE!!!!!!!!" 
aaaahhhh yeah there it is there's that heavenly drip FUCK LIFE XANAX IS BETTER

---"INTJ SysAdmin God"---
Black background and green text master race
fuck youtube comments fuck text formatting fuck AOL
Flex my oldfag muscle a little bit... u mirin' (my Linux distro) brah?
Manjaro Linux come to Brazil
Your lonely uncle browsing eepsites and texting you everytime CVS gets data 
breach'd
Just run Linux Mint Cinnamon on it and be done with it lad

---"PeNtAgOn_SpIdErWeB_oNlInE"---
My life has been Biblical prophecy up to this point now its just boring
Wither away on welfare don't go outside don't even look outside there's nothing 
out there worth a damn
Trying to cybergrift out a living going up against Northrop Gruman's black 



budget (you WILL break)
Lockheed Martin versus Syria and I'm just here like *drone attacks a wedding 
from inside a shipping container*
All this time on computers and I'm still getting malware off Brazilian shemale 
sites
Numbing myself in the electric opium den

---"Needlework 1488 Chest Piece"---
Saudi Arabia, Israel, and USA are bankrolling the whole operation
Bombing Falluejah is not courage, courage is sticking by your people through 
thick and thin
White race awake White race alive White race forever
Jewish inbreeding ---> Psychopathy traits ---> Irritable assholes ---> Know-it-
all neurotics that are hyperaggressive
A people not allowed to tell their stories are a conquered people
Let the All-Father guide you, I don't know shit
Heil Hitler

---"Feels over Reals: the EVERYBODY UNDER 40 Manifesto"---
Generation Z copycat with nary an original thought in that lil' skull of yours
The 1st Amendment is dead because some tranny's feelings got hurt
The NSA doesn't do severance pay we just shoot you in the back of the head
Death by a thousand cuts go on Zoom and cry about it
English doesn't actually exist, it's just gibberish people type, they actually 
communicate telepathically
Have to let Bill Gates Windows Update my DNA just to buy a loaf of bread but at 
least I'm safe from Moslem terrorists :-)
THANKFUL FOR OUR HEALTHCARE HEROES!!!!!!!!! (Natalie Mars didn't transition 'til
she was 30)
The world is ending call yourself a doomer and pick up chainsmoking yeah that'll
really show 'em haha

---"KISS ARMY '76"---
You: muscley-armed paper boy - Me: the good news
"Friends" is so goddamn overrated
Tell chronically depressed people "cheer up :) it's all a matter of perspective"
Explain hobbyist Linux distros to women in your spare time
What even IS time anyways?
Most people R philosophical zombies, Morty *burp* so turn yer back on 'god' w/e 
that is and embrace the emptiness *snorts off escort cheeks* thats wat i'd do at
least

---"Black Swan Pissin' Life"---
ferus.css the whole world
Saturn rings but Jupiter rocks
There's a wall on the end of the Earth that if you tried to sail into it you'd 
hit it just like you're in a video game
Living la vida loca? Nah i'm living Grande feiticeiro
Walk to the mailbox for your daily exercise shitpost 15 hours a day
(Me as a father sliding in my daughter's DM's and typing "delet this 
*selma+molemanDMVeyetest.jpg*")
How we make choices is determined by our genes (IQ, personality type, etc.) and 
upbringing. We can't choose those freely, therefore, free will does not exist.

---"Botez Sisters 2021"---
Stuck in the gears of the Machine
Save on funeral costs, Dig your own grave
Avoid the news as much as you can
Creepin' my way thru the late bloomer jungle
Divinity in a box make ya head spin like a dervish top form a line single-file 
march to it like moths to flame (stare at the screen, retard)
Identity derived from brands. Label everyone into neat little prefabricated 
molds. No more individuals, no more original thinkers (Google's Non-Disclosure 
Agreement)



Save on funeral costs, livestream it on YouTube :)

My ex-friend listening to Taylor Swift halfway thru a 12-pack LMAO. No so called
man should be jammin' out to Top40. Beer gives you gynecomastia. Soft pussyboi 
Redditor retard. I don't need friends like that. I need edgelords sharpening 
their katana...

---"jajajajajajajajajajaja"---
ZOMG IT'S UR CAKEDAY ZOMG
Can't focus? OMG UR JUST A DUMB MILLENIAL LE ME ME ME WANT EVERYTHING NOW 
GENERATION YOU'RE NOT DEPRESSED, JUST LAZY!!
Baby Boomers?? Yeah, more like BASED Boomers...
Beat yourself up that you aren't the man in a gray suit on Wall St. (Shame 
society is good craic) (t. hikikomori)
What's even the point in knowing how to speak and write so damn good?
HAHAHA OMG DUDE YOUR LIKE A SNORLAX IRL HAHAHA DUDE LIKE... WAKE UP!!! HAHA 
(It's a bear market)
perro caca sopa de macaco uma delicia

---"AliExpress Likkin' Dey Chopz"---
Shoot the messenger if he don't have your Social Security check
Moussa Djenepo: Southampton winger or Alt Rock band on the cover of NME??
Yeah let's just up-end the whole economy over Bill Gates shower thoughts
New modern dance: environmental concern (Greta T LiveDoll)
Government drone Mammon world slow burn (Hyperinflation mixtape droppin' this 
summer)
Put a gun to the DoorDash guy's head and make him listen to your opinion about 
COVID-19
My cuntry 'tis a thee... Rockefeller-owned and runnin' outta time...

---"*happy fluorescent tubing droning noises*"---
I get more done by 12 o'clock than you goldbrickin' soyboys get done in a 
fuckin' YEAR
Shift timelines, rub the blue crystal, do whateva it takes, just get those 
goddam TPS reports done
that ugly ass bean mirror sculpture in chicago and its not-so-hidden message of 
vanity hedonism narcissism and dark occult energy
r/funny sort by most popular tell 'em to Karen at the watercooler like they 
yours
Knock down 'N drag out 12 rounds with capitalism (you will never be a homeowner)

---"FLUORIDATED.com"---
Shared hallucinations and CDC disinfo
Unity engine let's unpack this
Joyride through Babylon high on 5-MeO-DMT
Democrat retard making my life more and more like a prison
The Machine hums wearily on...

---"Man-Made Hell"---
Everybody wanna be the watcher in the Panopticon, nobody wanna be the Void-gazer
Sadist in the control room making my life a real pain in the butt...
HAARP greys out the sky, the CIA re-conditions me to not trust my own eyes
Herd us all in the Louisiana Superdome 'N putta needle in our arms
God bless the United Nations for keeping us safe from the seasonal flu :-)
I'm a conscientious objecter to Western Civilization

---"whatthefuckdoyoucarefaggotgoddamn"---
Niggas in Istanbul
IDK THEY ALL BLEND TOGETHER HONESTLY
Freedom in submission 6 quid 'n shit
Today we're all slaves to a central banking cartel
Tomorrow we're lola suck fetus mode



Fjord joke religion haha so funny and oldfag ^_^
Theres no complexity to it its a gaping hole and those are dolls
cities breed passivity suburbs breed alienation i dont breed i rot

---"xXx_NonFungibleToken_xXx"---
E621.net gay pokemon interspecies page 16
F5 myself to oblivion
Color inversion ghost
Simulacrum matrix everytime I open the door
Golden bull gravity pull (Tribe of Dan 4 Life)
SysAdmin fuckery keepin' me off tumblr at work fuckin' cissies...
OK FOLKS THERES NOT ENOUGH WOMEN WE'RE GONNA NEED SOME OF YOU GUYS TO BITE THE 
BULLET AND FILL THE QUOTAS *unzips the Revlon foreskin cream*
MTV in my amygdala until I love the other tribes again
R34.xxx my little pony futanari page 9
Esc this world go into other more worse one

---"Jack Kevorkian Was A Saint"---
i chew imported sap to get more upvotes on the simulacra box
Failed normies are somehow...
Methamphetamine-addled truck-stop whore
I have some serious privacy concerns about Lynx Broswer
Reduce everything to a micro level until my dad loves me again (I'M AUTISTIC)
>tfw no qt3.14 to F5 and chill
I'M A FUCKING DOOMER MOM I DON'T WANT ANY BRUSSELS SPROUTS YOU FUCKING AXE WOUND
NORMIE WHORE
German philosophers stole Hindu + Buddhist concepts and passed them off as their
own
Gutted pig computer vomit - Asian women's pussy
I can't even bring myself to hate Joe Biden, I relate with the bastard too much

---"Barbie-Bimbo-Spills-Glass-Of-Water-On-MacBook.mp4"---
stupid doo doo dirty doo doo dumby i'm a ridah
who u gone call jacques ellul or maria shriver
Endlessly kvetch about any lil' pockets of resistance that develop
A cashless, borderless, dystopia with lots of gay sex and drugs
I was gonna learn how to do it myself but CNN came on and I just had to watch
I was gonna put on the Siege mask but then the sissy hypno started playing and I
had to do it
destroy myself for Baal Hammon a packet of spice CVH 017 and some snuff
every single arm of the system unites over 2 causes ansd 2 only. killing Whites 
and making sure the Luddites don't happen again

---"Jurassic Era"---
Everyone worships at the altar of Science! (TM) until it do a WrongThink
They took away Watson + Crick's Nobel Prize 'cuz one of them refused to say 
Africans = Europeans
Accept Rick Sanchez tier bullshit that denies the existence of Allah but yet nod
your head and claim there's a 1:1 between Whites:TheOthers
Public enemy number one He who destroy the holy screens/he who cut the wires/he 
who destroy cell towers
Stop taking your Prozac and kill your handlers
There's the Most Divine Being Over All Creation P.B.U.H.
then there's us

Literally every facet of USA "culture" is either a meme, a played out meme that 
needs to die already, a dead meme on it's way out, or in as much as the normies 
are concerned, nonexistent. Not mainstream/no Wikipedia article = doesn't exist 
t. Read your Postman + DeBord

---"curtain call"---
I GOT SO FRUSTRATED WITH TECHNOLOGY I ALMOST LOST A THIRD OF THIS BOOK TODAY



IF THE POWERS THAT BE ARE GOING TO FORCE US ALL TO USE THIS COMPLETELY 
MEANINGLESS, UNPRODUCTIVE, AND QUITE HONESTLY SATANIC CRAP
THEN THEY SHOULD RETARDPROOF IT WITH ACCESSIBILITY OPTIONS OUT THE YIN YANG
AND ALL WORLD GOV'T'S SHOULD CONSIDER ELECTRICITY AS A FREE NEED A FREE UTILITY
DON'T HOLD YOUR BREATH ON THAT EVER HAPPENING :)
WHAT I'M TRYING TO SAY IS
THE INTERNET AND ELECTRICITY ARE THE FOURTH KINGDOM OF MAN DISCUSSED IN THE BOOK
OF DANIEL
AND THERE IS AN ANGEL INSIDE IT
AND THERE IS A DEVIL INSIDE IT

tl;dr go green use ecosia ---> hit the freeweights ---> disconnect your power 
and take your family to a log cabin [in Montana ;)]

VERSUS

---"The Final Post"---
I hope all you no life internet addict faggots get shot in the fucking head 
serious. Fuck your know it all self righteous attitudes fuck your stupid geek 
interests fuck everything about you. Burn in Hell
>bullshit
>bullshit
>bullshit
>more bullshit
>even more bullshit
Keep churning out your meaningless walls of text at me they matter they mean 
something. Don't ever try to change just take your cheap dopamine hits and 
wither away like a crab in a bucket. Fuck you all. Goddamn subhuman pieces of 
shit
>Um hello? We're not a mirror for you to project all your shitty insecurities 
and complexes on. Go crie somewhere else.
All you fucking losers end up here anyways let this be my final bulletin to the 
world

THE END
Tony Wilder is Dead


